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The Emergence of Right-Wing Populism in Lebanon: A Study of
the Free Patriotic Movement’s Discourse
Charlotte D. Bassil

ABSTRACT
This thesis provides a thorough analysis of populism as a strategic tool adopted by a
majority-Christian Lebanese political party, the Free Patriotic Movement (FPM), to woo
its constituents, with a particular focus on Lebanon’s 2018 parliamentary elections. After
examining the literature on sectarianism, populism and the FPM, the study analyses the
tweets of Member of Parliament, then president, Michel Aoun and Member of Parliament
and current FPM leader Gebran Bassil between 2012 until 2020. The study draws
comparisons between the populist rhetoric of the FPM leaders and the rhetoric of rightwing politicians in Europe and the USA (mainly former US president Donal J. Trump).
The main contribution of the study lies in investigating an under-researched
manifestation of populism, namely sectarian populism. The study contends that Lebanon,
a deeply sectarian country, constituted a fertile ground for populism to infiltrate the
political system, providing politicians and relatively new political movements, such as
the FPM, with the means to challenge more traditional leaders and draw popular support
mainly from a specific sectarian group.
Keywords: Lebanon, Populism, Right-wing populist, FPM, Anti-elitist rhetoric,
Sectarian populism, Status quo.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Overview of topic
In the contentious Lebanese political arena, sectarian politics have dominated the
scene for decades. The country’s political system itself is based on sectarian quotas that
were seemingly designed to maximize the representation of various minorities so as to
diminish the risk of inter-sectarian conflict and achieve the stability required to govern.
It comes as no surprise, then, that many political parties and leaders, particularly those
well-entrenched in Lebanese politics since the infamous civil war (1975-1990), have
traditionally used sectarian rhetoric to mobilize their constituents. This strategy is
tantamount to what is referred to as “sectarian populism”; in other words, it involves the
instrumentalization of sectarian identities by political leaders who often paint themselves
as being the sole representatives of sectarian minorities. Prominent examples of such
leaders include Saad El-Hariri (Sunni), Nabih Berri (Shia), Walid Jumblatt (Druze) and
Michel Aoun (Maronite Christian).
This thesis focuses on the Free Patriotic Movement (FPM) that emerged
following the exile of General Aoun to Paris in the final days of the Lebanese civil war.
While the FPM initially harboured secular principles and ambitions, after Aoun’s return
to Lebanon in 2005 it morphed into an official party that vied for power within the
consociational political system, resorting to sectarian discourse to further its motives. By
2009, the FPM managed to gain a substantial number of seats in parliament, subsequently
expanding its representation even further in the 2018 parliamentary elections. All the
while, much like other parties, the FPM continued to employ sectarian discourse as part
of its mobilization strategy. However, given the unorthodox alliance that Aoun’s
1

movement struck with Hezbollah, a predominantly Shiite party with a military wing, the
FPM’s sectarian populist discourse has not been homogenous. In particular, it adopted a
far more accommodating tone with the Shia community.
Critically, this thesis seeks to demonstrate the presence of strong populist
elements in the FPM’s rhetoric that, while overall adhering to the sectarian framework,
also borrows from Western, right-wing populism.

1.2. Historical Background on Lebanon’s Sectarian Political System
Some historical context will help develop a greater understanding of why
sectarian populism has thrived in Lebanon through the decades, becoming deeply
entrenched in the country’s political realm. Throughout the 19th century, demographic
changes favouring Christian communities and other factors such as heightened economic
penetration of Europeans into the Lebanese market motivated local elites to appeal to
European powers along religious lines, aiming to legitimize their position to protect
themselves in fast-evolving circumstances. As a result of the emergence of religion-based
politics spurred by elites, the prospect of sect-based popular mobilization became
likelier. While the elites attempted to project an ordered and stable vision of the religious
nation, minorities and other groups belonging to the “popular” classes appropriated the
sectarian discourse. The incentive of these minorities was to advance goals like social
liberation, much like in the case of the 1958 peasant uprising in Mount Lebanon where
Maronite landlords were challenged by Maronite peasants.
Moreover, these struggles were further exacerbated by the diversity of religious
groups, leading to persistent intra-communal contestations that involved the lower
classes, higher classes and the clergy (Makdissi, 1996). Such contestations endured for
2

decades, with sectarian power imbalances on various occasions fuelling dissent. In
practice, the consociational system created a vicious cycle whereby it made it de facto
necessary for citizens to participate in corruption: Rather than working to represent and
develop the entire country, state-affiliated elites instead resorted to dispensing jobs and
building infrastructure to benefit their own regions. As such, benefits obtained through
patronage networks became the norm: “Benefits could not be obtained simply on the
basis of citizenship rights because jobs, housing, telephones and education were
guaranteed not by the state but through appeals to deputies and ministers and presidents
who were themselves appointed or elected according to sectarian laws” (Makdissi, 1996).
Subsequently, efforts to change the status quo have been consistently suppressed by a
rigid, stubborn system: “By binding Lebanese to their sectarian/political patrons and
clientelistic networks, and by making them materially dependent on the latter’s patronage
benefits, the political economy of sectarianism operates in such a way as to sabotage
experiments in non-sectarian forms of political mobilization and organization, forcing
most Lebanese to privilege their sectarian identities over alternatives and more
appropriate class, professional, or local affiliations” (Salloukh et al., 2015, p. 7).
Supposedly, the purpose of consociational power-sharing was to enable conflict
management in the pluralistic Lebanese society. In contrast with prior arrangements that
were determined to encourage peace by establishing homogenous societies, powersharing strategies in countries like Lebanon, Syria, Afghanistan and others were
allegedly all meant to guarantee political representation to antagonistic ethnic/sectarian
groups (Lijphaart, 1998). While this formula was promulgated and promoted by the
international community as a solution to countries’ democratic ills, scholarly work on
the subject is bitterly divided on whether consociational institutions endow countries
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with viable tools for state-building, peace and democracy, or rather exacerbate these ills
by reinforcing them (Wolff, 2011).
For advocates, consociationalism offers a path towards the prevention of
ethnic/sectarian conflicts. For opponents, it is an ineffective mode of conflict
management that solidifies already existing societal divisions instead of promoting a
shared civic identity (Finlay, 2010). Nevertheless, this debate rarely ever involves nonsectarian actors who are rendered either invisible or stripped of agency, co-opted and/or
marginalized by the dominant power-sharing modus operandi (Salloukh, 2013). In doing
so, discussions pertaining to the viability of consociational divisions privilege the
identities of ethnic/sectarian groups, thereby disparaging non-sectarian political and
social ways of being (Finlay, 2010).
In reality, modern-day Lebanon encompasses a broad range of non-sectarian
movements, embracing a plethora of minorities such as victims (Families of the
Disappeared), secularists, and feminist movements, among others. Nagle (2016) argues
that, while indeed marginalized by the predominant sectarian socio-political dynamics,
the activities of these groups nevertheless expose the dire repercussions of contemporary
power sharing on a host of societal issues that are disregarded by much of the literature
on the consociational political structure. For instance, consociational institutions both
offer and deny opportunities for sexual minorities to make progress and acquire more
rights: While ethnic minorities are endowed with a great degree of autonomy over their
social affairs, including sexual rights, consociations renounce these possibilities by
emboldening sectarian hardliners who encourage particularistic policies that demonize
groups such as the LGBT community. This dichotomy is only highlighted by the work
of non-sectarian groups such as NGOs operating in this space. Other examples include
movements whose objective is to shed light on and ameliorate the status quo regarding
4

the availability and quality of public services. The findings and activism of these groups
showcases the deleterious consequences of sectarian leaders’ corrupt and clientelistic
practices.
To understand the particularities of sectarian populism in Lebanon, it is vital first
to recognize how the evolution of the consociational system has consistently resisted
reform efforts spearheaded primarily by non-sectarian actors. In that regard, Laclau and
Mouffe’s (2001) work on hegemonic compliance helps to shed light on the resilience of
sectarian power-sharing in Lebanon. Hegemonic compliance denotes the process through
which dominant groups project their own approach and culture onto society in such a
way to render it “common sense”. In the Lebanese context, hegemonic compliance
encapsulates how sectarian divisions sustain the consociational status quo, giving the
impression that the working system is natural, thereby endowing it with legitimacy and
by association empowering the sectarian elite: “It is common for political elites in
Lebanon to frame power-sharing as reflecting primordial, unchanging ethnic identities,
and as a system that guarantees the state’s peace and security. Non-sectarian social
movements grant hegemonic compliance when they paradoxically reproduce the logic of
the sectarian system” (Nagle, 2016: 1373).
Salloukh (2013) observes that there are contrasting ways through which nonsectarian groups buttress the consociational system. Whereas some of these groups are
innately designed to replicate this system, like the Lebanese Council of Women that uses
the same quota scheme as that used in power-sharing, other non-sectarian groups are
systematically attacked by sectarian elites: By co-opting and infiltrating non-sectarian
movements, particularly through their clientelistic networks, these elites ensure that they
become auxiliaries to the sectarian political parties.

5

Thus, the ideological aspect of sectarianism in Lebanon has proven to be weak.
Rather than being motivated by real fears or concerns expressed by one religion or sect
vis-à-vis others, sectarian divisions appear to be more related to the politics of the
consociationalist system. Baytiyeh (2019:223) captures this well:
“Sectarian identity in religiously diverse societies is based on a distortion of fear that
inspires low inter-confessional trust… Although the lack of democratic and educational
reforms that promote social cohesion, the notions of social justice, and human rights has
contributed to the segregation of Lebanese society, the manipulation of the powersharing system by political elites who seek to enhance their control has directly
contributed to the rise of sectarian identity and division”.
Essentially, by exploiting and employing sectarian discourse as a form of
symbolic violence that continuously reasserts socially constructed divisions based on
sect, the Lebanese political elite have for long successfully kept themselves in power. To
perpetuate the system, they have not only played on sectarian tensions in close
coordination with prominent religious figures, but have also engaged in the manipulation
of social and civic organizations to their own benefit. For instance, by hijacking the
resources of state institutions, these elites have distributed benefits to their group
members and most loyal supporters within their respective communities, securing jobs,
financial resources, medical treatment, etc., to whoever pledges allegiance to them.
In summary, sectarianism in Lebanon has proven itself to be conducive to
populist discourse and tactics used as part of political mobilization. In fact, the way in
which sectarianism is entrenched in Lebanese politics makes it inherently populist.
Members of each sectarian community are de facto under the influence and rule of their
respective religious and political authorities, often also agglomerated in specific
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areas/regions, and so despite the fact that the Taif Agreement of 1989 explicitly stated
that reforms ought to take place to gradually weaken political sectarianism. Instead, the
agreement outlined milestones, albeit without setting any hard deadlines for their
accomplishment, that would put the country on the path to being governed through a
parliamentary democracy on the basis of cooperation among the three branches of
government (Tannous, 2018). Yet, three decades later, sectarian leaders are either still at
the head of their political blocks, or have passed on the torch to their offspring. What
should have been a true democracy has instead turned into an enduring form of sectarian
power-sharing that is mired in corruption. Evidently, to keep this system alive, sectarian
patrons have consistently painted themselves as paternalistic figures who are looking out
for their followers, thereby employing sectarian affiliation as a means of swaying the
masses and compelling them to develop a deep-rooted fear of the “other” sectarian
communities, in such a way to develop a cognitive association between the rule of
sectarian leaders and survival. Herein lies the innate populist attribute of sectarian
leaders. There is an uncanny resemblance, in particular, with Western populism, when it
comes to the exclusionary aspect of sectarian populism.
Although the context is vastly different, both political leaders in Lebanon and
some Western leaders like former US President Donald Trump use similar tactics of
demonizing other groups through exclusionary rhetoric. The main difference, however,
is that sectarian populism is inherently at odds with the sort of nationalism and patriotism
that is highly guarded by Western populists: “sectarianism refers to this allegedly
atavistic tendency among Lebanon’s various religious communities that undermines
wataniyya or patriotism… while the nation is projected as inclusive, stable and
democratic, sectarianism is depicted as exclusionary, undemocratic and disordered”
(Makdissi, 1996,).
7

What makes matters even more complicated is that the sectarian balance that has
characterized Lebanon for almost a century has been largely sustained by a sort of
“tolerance” of other sects and “co-existence”; thus, despite the fact that there have been
various populist movements along sectarian lines throughout Lebanese history, these
have not necessarily been directed at changing the sectarian status quo but rather at
rallying the masses in favor of making limited political gains. In other words, each
sectarian group has never intended to exclude the other altogether from political life, but
rather at most to create a rift in the balance of power. Hence, overall sectarianism has
provided fertile ground for the use of populist tactics by sectarian leaders in their political
mobilization long after the civil war, albeit cautiously to avoid causing internal strife
(Makdissi, 1996).

1.3. Emergence and Evolution of the Free Patriotic Movement
The Free Patriotic Movement’s (FPM) history is rife with contradictions,
particularly with regard to sectarian versus secular leanings. After the civil war concluded
and Michel Aoun was exiled to France, his Lebanese supporters – most of whom
Christians – were disenfranchised from the post-war political process. Not only were they
incapable of forming a political party due to lacking leadership and organizational
capacity but also because any such endeavor would have been perceived as being in
opposition to the post-war Lebanese political class and its Syrian allies. Yet, in the span
of 15 years leading up to 2005, Aoun’s supporters in Lebanon remained active in various
political forums, acquired exposure in the political arena and eventually informally
established the Free Patriotic Movement (FPM), which they used as a platform to direct
their grievances and criticism at the violations committed by the political regime at the
time. They also took part in social and political activism, consistently employing
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nonsectarian discourse as part of their push for change (Helou, 2020). Yet, most of the
FPM’s supporters were Christians from the start, with few belonging to other sects.
This seemingly odd identification of Christians with a movement that espouses
secular ideals may be further elicited by the examination of the geopolitical context of
that era. Harris (1997) explains that Aoun’s secular nationalism was inspired by the
army’s officer corps, which was not subjugated to other militias during the war, and by
association with their ideologies. Thus, Aoun played a key role in guiding the FPM
toward a nationalistic and secular orientation by virtue of the positions that he persistently
adopted. However, arguably this does not justify why the FPM was most popular among
Christians. A more context-sensitive explanation involves Aoun’s position vis-à-vis
external influence in Lebanon, mainly the implications of the Taef Accord and the Syrian
hegemony. With the support of Syria, the post-war Lebanese political elite had
effectively gerrymandered electoral constituencies in multiple rounds of parliamentary
elections such as in 1992, 1996 and 2000. In doing so, they contributed to the production
of a political class that corresponded to the aspirations of the Syrian regime in Lebanon
(Harris, 1997).
As a result, deputy-representation-per-voter ratio was distorted across the
country, falling hard on Christian voters, in particular, who became less capable of
choosing their candidates in multiple constituencies; a primary example was the BaabdaAley district (Salloukh et al., 2015). Moreover, in the early 1990s, corrupt practices such
as vote-buying and electoral rigging contributed to the generation of political
representatives who did not possess a majority representation of the voter base, implying
that they were elected despite substantially low voter turnouts (El-Khazen, 1991).
Consequently, a substantial proportion of Christians felt ostracized. Thus, Aoun’s vision
and the orientation of FPM activism drew in Christians in spite of their secular leanings
9

seemingly because these demands were generally in line with Christian ambitions such
as fighting against Syrian influence and the implications of the Taef Accord, which
weakened their political representation in the consociational system (El-Khazen, 1991).
In addition, since the FPM was initially not part of the post-war political establishment,
it also had no responsibility within the system to afford its Christian constituents services
across a sectarian-based clientelistic network. Thus, the movement did not necessarily
need to engage in sectarian discourse at that time (Helou, 2020).
Moreover, the FPM’s rise to prominence in the 1990-2005 period was not only
prompted by its substantial Christian backing, but rather by the country’s political
economy as well. In particular, the movement was able to infiltrate the civil society and
syndicates through its critical approach on the neoliberal policies adopted by Lebanese
governments in that period: “These policies complied with the structural adjustment
programs of the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF), but had the
perverse effect of assuaging industrialist at the expense of the salaried strata of workers.
While the FPM did not express a clear ideological stance on economic issues, it tended
to embrace the cause of its middle-class membership such as school teachers, university
students and lawyers, many of whom were affected by the Lebanese government’s
policies” (Helou, 2020: 57). What is more, making matters worse for successive
governments was the fact that throughout the 90s, Lebanon suffered persistently from
negative balance of trade, as imports became abundant to fuel reconstruction efforts
while exports stagnated (Baroudi, 2005).
Following the withdrawal of the Syrian forces from Lebanon, Helou (2020)
contends that the FPM found itself compelled to alter its political discourse and tactics
to fit the existing clientelistic sectarian system. Thus, Aoun made the decision to adopt
sectarian strategies to better engage in the mobilization of his Christian-dominated newly
10

founded party. One of the reasons cited by Helou is the FPM’s necessity to compete with
other parties whose political strategies were themselves sectarian in nature, including the
Kataeb and Lebanese Forces. To promote the interests of its predominantly Christian
voter base, the party focused on increasing its representational quota by demanding more
seats in Parliament as well as Council of Ministers portfolios. These demands were aided
massively by the popularity of the FPM in the parliamentary elections of 2005 and 2009,
where it received respectively 70% and 50% of votes from the Christian base (Salloukh
et al., 2015). Since then, Aoun and other FPM political figures began to paint any effort
to underrepresent it in the Council of Ministers as an evil scheme whose objective was
the marginalization of Christians. As such, it systematically moved away from its prior
secular rhetoric to embrace a more sectarian tone that equated Aoun and the party overall
with Christians in Lebanon.
Today, the Free Patriotic Movement’s rhetoric includes clear signs of sectarian
populism, primarily in the party’s consistent remarks about protecting “Christian rights”.
However, the FPM’s delicate alliance with Hezbollah, as well as the inherent intricacies
of the sectarian power-sharing system, has limited the strength of populism mobilization
based on the premise of empowering Christians alone. Instead, the FPM’s discourse has
gradually shifted toward a more nationalistic tone that puts the Lebanese people on a
pedestal compared to other groups like Syrian immigrants. Not to mention that the most
influential figures in the party consistently blame the political “elite” for having
participated in corrupt practices over decades that led to economic deterioration, thereby
painting the FPM as being a sort of “anti-establishment” party that seeks to uproot
corruption.
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1.4. The 2009 and 2018 Parliamentary Elections
Reports published by the National Democratic Institute (NDI) in 2009 and 2018
respectively indicate that the FPM has managed to expand its political representation,
suggesting that the party’s mobilization strategy yielded successful results.

1.4.1. The 2009 Elections
For context, the 2009 elections were preceded by a string of political
assassinations dating back to June of 2005. All the victims were affiliated with the March
14 movement, including prominent opposition figures such as Pierre Gemayel, Gebran
Tuieni and Samir Kassir. As a result, concerns emerged regarding the potentially adverse
effect of these assassinations on March 14’s ability to sustain or expand its majority in
parliament. Moreover, following the war with Israel in 2006, an opposition front was
established primarily by Shia political groups, including Hezbollah and the Amal
movement, calling for the formation of a “national unity cabinet” where they would be
endowed with veto power. This opposition took on the form of parliamentary paralysis,
spearheaded by Parliament Speaker Nabih Berri, as well as an open-ended sit-in around
public offices in the Lebanese capital. The political deadlock endured, with rising
tensions culminating in the events of May 7, 2008: Fouad Saniora’s government was
perceived by Hezbollah as a challenge to the organization’s influence over matters such
as airport security and its private telecommunications infrastructure that it alleged was
crucial to its resistance operations.
In response, Beirut’s streets were invaded by Hezbollah and its allies, and the
ensuing violence alarmed both local factions and the international community. These
events led to the Doha Accord on May 21, 2008, where both sides agreed that the
12

opposition (Hezbollah and allies) would be endowed with veto power in the “national
unity” cabinet. It was also agreed that the 2009 parliamentary elections would take place
according to the fundamentally sectarian 1960 electoral law. While some amendments to
this law were suggested by legal experts, only some related to campaign finance and
media regulations were adopted. As for more prominent suggestions such as introducing
women’s quotas and reducing the voting from 21 to 18, they were rejected. The following
diagram summarizes the 2009 election results by political party and bloc:

Figure 1. Lebanon 2008 Parliamentary Election Results (by political party, bloc) 1/2
Source:

The FPM secured 19 seats in parliament, approximately 15% of all seats, whereas its
Christian rivals, the Lebanese Forces and the Kataeb Party, secured 13 seats combined.
Comparatively, the predominantly Sunni Future Movement acquired 28 seats, or roughly
22% of parliament, and the Shia “duo” secured 26 seats, just above 20%.
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1.4.2. The 2018 Elections
The post-2009 period was fraught with political turbulence. The 2009 elections
had engendered a legislature polarized between the March 14 and March 8 camps, with
Saad Hariri in the position of Prime Minister. However, Hariri’s government collapsed
when Hezbollah and its allies (including the FPM) announced their withdrawal as a form
of protesting the role played by the Special Tribunal for Lebanon regarding Rafik Hariri’s
assassination. Soon after, Saad Hariri fled Lebanon under the guise of having received
threats. Moreover, the Syrian crisis that erupted in 2011 increased the polarization
between the two alliances. With hundreds of thousands of refugees flooding the country
in a short period of time, March 14 parties generally defended the rights of these refugees
to a safe haven, while March 8 argued that they ought to return home at the earliest
possible opportunity. Over the next few years, tensions grew and governance came to a
halt (Geukjian, 2016).
A series of security incidents at the Northern border exacerbated the situation,
with Hezbollah becoming increasingly involved in the Syrian conflict. In the midst of the
chaos, the Lebanese parliament extended its mandate twice, citing security issues.
Meanwhile, in 2016 negotiations pertaining to the presidency yielded a national
consensus on the election of FPM leader Michel Aoun to the Presidency. Soon after,
Hariri returned to Lebanon. On June 17, 2017, parliament ratified a new electoral law,
merely 3 days before its mandate was set to expire. However, elections were yet again
delayed, with politicians calling for a “technical postponement” until May 2018.
Critically, the new electoral law featured amendments that, on the surface, constituted an
improvement over its predecessor. For instance, pre-mined ballots, out-of-country
voting, preferential voting for candidates on open lists, and proportional representation
were introduced. However, confessional quotas were maintained, with the number of
14

districts reduced to 15 from 26. The following diagram summarizes the results of the
2018 elections.

Figure 2. Lebanon 2018 Parliamentary Election Results (by political party, bloc) 2/2
Source:

Thus, the FPM managed to increase its number of seats to 23 from 19, securing
approximately 18% of parliamentary seats. In contrast, the Future Movement lost a
significant number of seats, down to 20 from 28. Meanwhile, the Lebanese Forces also
made significant gains, increasing their position from 8 to 15 seats.

1.5. Objectives
Drawing on conceptual frameworks pertaining to narratology and political
opportunity structure, the goal of this thesis is to study how populist narratives were
utilized by Lebanon’s Free Patriotic Movement (PFM) in the course of the party’s
15

political campaigns and sustained rhetoric of its leaders between the two parliamentary
elections of 2009 and 2018.

1.6. Research Value & Questions
Scholarly work on populism in the Middle East generally, and Lebanon
specifically, are scarce; rather, the bulk of studies is concentrated on Western nations,
particularly with the recent rise of right-wing populism in the United States (U.S.) and
Europe. Yet, it is also imperative to thoroughly explore populist movements operating
outside the Western sphere, for two main reasons: First, populism has already been
observed to have substantially disruptive effects on a country’s internal and external
political dynamics, with the presidency of Donald Trump being a prime example. What
this means is that emerging populist movements in the Middle East could engender
massive changes in the political arena that may have far-reaching implications in so far
as regional and international relations are concerned. In addition, in a globalized,
culturally porous world, populist movements from different countries/regions could
affect or inspire each other. This has created a need to study such movements not in
geographical siloes as has been done thus far by many scholars, but rather as fluid and
adaptable forces that shift, grow, and exude influence as circumstances change.
In the Lebanese context, studying populism is all the more important given the
sectarian undertones of political mobilization in the country. While the October 17
revolution in 2019 has shown signs of challenging the sectarian framework, nevertheless
the successful endeavours of the political class to reinvigorate sectarian sentiment in their
constituents is indicative of the resilience of the socio-political status quo. Studying the
relationship between populism and sectarianism would yield pertinent insight into what
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fuels such resilience that defies the detrimental effects of multiple crises on the lives of
the Lebanese people.
The principal research questions that guide this study is as follows: In the course
of its political mobilization between the two parliamentary elections of 2009 and 2018,
how did the FPM tailor its populist discourse to fit the Lebanese sectarian political
framework? Was the party’s populist rhetoric founded on sectarian ideological identities,
or was it rather a malleable and opportunistic tool of political mobilization?

1.7. Thesis Map
In order to fully answer the research question, this thesis is organized as follows:
The first chapter provides a historical background on Lebanese sectarian politics, leading
up to the emergence of the FPM first as a movement then as a party participating in the
Lebanese consociational system. Political context will then be provided pertaining to the
2009 and 2018 parliamentary elections, and the results of these elections summarized.
Finally, this chapter presents the rationale and value of the research, as well the research
questions guiding the study. The second chapter covers the methodology employed to
study the FPM’s populist tendencies. It conceptualizes populism and argues for the
adoption of suitable approaches to the study of populism in the Lebanese context. In
particular, the case is made for evaluating the FPM’s use of Western, right-wing populist
elements in its discourse. The chapter also discusses the relevance of political opportunity
and narratology as conceptual frameworks used to assess populist discourse and its aims.
The third chapter provides a global overview of populism, including populist movements
in the United States and Europe, Latin America, Asia, and the Middle East. The fourth
chapter presents a narrower discussion of sectarian populism in the Lebanese context,
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examining different populist figures in modern Lebanese history. The discussion
culminates in the elaboration of the research gap. The fifth chapter discusses the findings
of the case study, conducting a qualitative analysis of the primary data, and
contextualizing the results within the findings of the reviewed literature. The sixth and
last chapter offers concluding remarks, as well as discussion of theoretical and practical
implications of the findings, limitations encountered in the research process, and
recommendations for future research.
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CHAPTER 2. POPULISM IN LEBANON & ITS
MANIFESTATIONS IN THE LEBANESE
CONTEXT

2.1. Introduction
This chapter first reviews the literature that focuses on a broad framing
(conceptualization) of populism as a means to offer a basis for the study of this
phenomenon. Subsequently, the discussion is narrowed down to the identification of the
most adequate approach to the study of populism within the Lebanese context. Following
this discussion, the theoretical frameworks of political opportunity structure and political
narratology are elaborated, on the basis of which a qualitative content analysis of the
FPM’s political discourse will be undertaken.

2.2. The Conceptualization of Populism
While the deconstruction of the term “populism” from a semantic perspective
does not fall within the scope of this study, unpacking populist movements, including an
examination of their causes, characteristics and manifestations, is of utmost importance
to the evaluation of populist rhetoric in the Lebanese political sphere.
As an ideology or movement, populism may be characterized as malleable,
encompassing various unique traits. In the practical sense of the term, Robert Jansen
(2011) defines populism as being “any sustained, large-scale political project that
mobilizes ordinarily marginalized social sectors into publicly visible and contentious
political action, while articulating an anti-elite, nationalist rhetoric that valorizes ordinary
people” (82). Thus, populism may be perceived not just as a movement but also as a
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mobilization tool. Moreover, Roberts (2006) asserts that populist movements are also
often contingent on the presence of “personalistic leaders who challenge established
elites” (127), a finding consistent with the work of Weyland (2001) who describes
populism as being a strategy used by a personalistic leader to gain political power on the
basis of unmediated and direct support from a substantial popular base.
Various approaches have been adopted to the study of populist politics. One of
the primary debates in the literature is that of whether populism is fundamentally a
manifestation of progressive thought, in so far as it possibly lays the ground for fairer
distribution of economic and power resources, as well as the rise of more just political
systems, or reactionary (Hadiz & Chryssogelos, 2017). Currently, the “discursive”
approach is one of the most prominent; it perceives populism as expressing ideological,
social and political grievances, bringing together various political demands. Linked to
the post-Marxist theoretician Ernesto Lau, it frames populist politics as melding a
multitude of sources of dissatisfaction with the power wielded by elites. At the other end
of this power dynamic, those relatively marginalized by the elite are also receptive and
supportive of the concerns of other groups who are substantially more oppressed within
the social hierarchy (Laclau, 2005). Hence, Laclau’s position comprises the belief that
populist politics have the potential to bear progressive agendas, particularly in the wake
of the fall of Marxist-inspired movements that aimed to affect political and social reform.
One of the main arguments that the scholar makes is that populism may serve to unify
individuals belonging to different social class positions by instigating a shared
resentment of social pressures that have subjugated and pushed them to the periphery of
society relative to the ruling elite (Laclau, 2005).
Another approach to populism is “ideational”; it is largely concerned with the
rhetorical and ideological substance of populist rhetoric, particularly as expressed by
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demagogues and generally populist leaders. This approach perceives populist politics as
being the product of the demands that feature within populist declarations and programs,
which result in defining populism in ideological terms, pitting a “virtuous and
homogenous people” not merely against the political “elite” but also against “others”,
often in reference to social minorities who are perceived as hostile (Mudde, 2004). Both
of these groups are painted as depriving or trying to deprive the sovereign people of their
identity, voice, values, prosperity and generally their rights. In that regard, the
prerogative to articulate the “general will” of the people is often accomplished through
emotive manipulation. As such, conceptions such as the “heartland” are rendered a vital
descriptor of the bases of support that underlie populist politics (Taggart, 2000).
Moreover, some theorists have framed populism as an institutional or
organization manifestation of people’s demands. Mouzelis (1985) claims that populist
politics may be conceptualized as being the product of organization and leadership which
methodically endeavor to circumvent traditional political institutions that have deviated
from the people’s concerns. Jansen (2011) builds on this conceptualization by arguing
that that the circumvention of formal political institutions through political and social
mobilization happens via the effect of such attempts on the legitimacy of institutions of
representative politics. Here, scholars diverge on the implications of populism when it
comes to advancing democratic ideals. On one hand, populist mobilizations are perceived
as serving the objective of broadening the scope of political participation and defying
current organizational structures. On the other hand, populism is considered by some,
particularly classical political liberals, as threatening the fundamental principles and
processes of representative politics, and by extension democracy itself (Urbinati, 2014).
Yet another approach to the conceptualization and framing of populism is class-based.
In clear opposition to the work of Laclau, some scholars have conceived populist politics
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as having an inherent class dimension, particularly when evaluating periods of social
transformation: Some social circumstances may be conducive to the emergence of social
alliances and bases that trigger populist political impulses, most notably in the era of
neoliberal globalization (Oesch, 2008). A primary example that is cited by these scholars,
which will be subsequently be explored further in the review of literature, is that of Latin
America. In that context, early work by Oxhorn (1998) suggested that populist
movements in South America encompass a particular manifestation of social
mobilization that is founded on asymmetrical multi-class coalitions. Practically, these
movements were triggered by, or least fed on the frustrations of lower social classes that
were based on stringent inequality; however, they were typically led by members of the
urban middle class. As Hadiz & Chryssogelos (2017) note, “These populist movements
were identified with sections of the population that are peripheralized within the capitalist
modernization process even if they tended to be led by those ensconced in relatively more
privileged positions” (404).
Importantly, much criticism has been targeted at populist movements based on
their conceptualization as being anti-pluralists rather than anti-elite. In that regard,
Müller’s (2016) conception of populism helps to understand the distinct traits of this
movement in the context of antagonistic politics. The author argues that populists have
the tendency to sow division in society by ascribing legitimacy exclusively to themselves
and those who offer them support. In other words, the social and political arenas are split
into two camps: The populists and groups they would describe as being “like us” on one
side, and “others” who are illegitimate and potentially constitute enemies on the other
side. Müller argues that this schism is employed to rationalize the cause of existing issues
in society by blaming groups of people such as academics, the judiciary, academics,
journalists and intellectuals, painting them as being a part of broad front that inhibits
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progress. In that lens, populism is thus painted as being inherently exclusionary towards
large segments of society; it is a moral means of conceiving of the political realm, which
the scholar believes cannot be consolidated as such. Rather, the exclusionary nature of
this conception of populism, in practice, leads to weakening of participatory democracy.
Müller asserts that even when populists encourage and engage in popular referendums,
they do not do so with the objective of protecting or augmenting democratic processes,
but rather to be confirmed by “the people” for their acts of power.
In this light, populists are seen as demagogues who believe that only they can
gauge the will of the genuine people who deserve to have a say. When they do rise to
power, populists then endeavor to occupy the state, engaging in corruption and mass
clientelism, and suppressing civil society. Moreover, they often tend to exploit this newly
acquired power to make legal amendments such as writing constitutions designed to
sustain them in power in the name of popular will (Korkmaz and Telek, 2017).

2.3. Populism in the Sectarian Lebanese Context
Literature on the conceptualization of populism reveals that there is not much
consensus beyond a general tautology that populist movements are based on the notion
that “the people” ought to be given primacy. Some early attempts to engage in
comparative assessments of this notion contend that while populism is recognized as
being a relevant and important subject to discuss in the context of social, political and
economic evolution, nevertheless it is still a notion that manifests itself in contradictory
forms across different circumstances, with various seemingly unconnected tendencies
(Gidron and Bonikowski, 2014). As such, the main challenge involved in providing a
clear and succinct definition of populism rests in the fact that the notion has been
employed to denote various political ideologies, movements, parties and leaders across
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different ideological, historical and geographical contexts: “There is general agreement
in the comparative literature that populism is confrontational, chameleonic, culturebound and context-dependent” (Arter, 2010: 490). Hence, research on populism in a
particular context must first understand and frame its manifestations within the cultural
context that molds populist politics and the way in which they influence political change.
In part, this requires a thorough examination of populist politics in different parts of the
world, which will be conducted in the second chapter of this thesis yielding key insight
into the form of populism that Lebanese political parties, notably the Free Patriotic
Movement, may be adhering to and exploiting it to further their interests, in the process
affecting political change.
Moreover, choosing an approach or a host of approaches to study populism in a
specific context is equally important and highly subjective to the nature of the study and
the chosen theoretical frameworks. Since the chosen frameworks for the investigation of
FPM populist manifestations are those of narratology and political opportunity structure,
and since the study is inherently exploratory owing to the complexity of populist
tendencies, movements and mobilization efforts in a country governed through a
consociational system, then it would be best to consider more than one approach and then
use the findings from empirical inquiry to make inferences as to which approach appears
most relevant in the Lebanese context. Indeed, this qualitative approach is best-suited to
the subject.
First, populism as an ideology has been studied extensively in the context of rightwing populism in places like Europe, whereby some scholars (Freeden, 2003; Mudde,
2004) have described it as being a “thin-centered ideology” that pits two main,
homogeneous groups against each other: The “pure” people versus the “corrupt elite”; as
such, populist politics are perceived to be an expression of people’s general will.
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Underlying this conception is the notion of the primacy of popular sovereignty, in the
sense that the virtuous general will is laid out in contrast with the immorality of the elite
class. The thin-centred nature of the populist ideology, perceived as such, makes the
exploration in the Lebanese context vital to the understanding of FPM politics, seeing as
it could be compatible with other, more deep-seated political belief systems in the
country such as sectarianism: “Which ideological features attach to populism depend
upon the socio-political context within which the populist actors mobilize” (Mudde and
Kaltwasser, 2011).
Since their social and political activism days, FPM actors have consistently drawn
a line between themselves on one hand, and a corrupt establishment on the other, led by
the Future Movement and operating on the tenets of political Harirism, with the
associated economic paradigms inherited from late Prime Minister Rafiq Hariri, whose
first mandate spanned 1992-1998 and the second the 2000-2004 period. In addition, the
FPM has traditionally claimed to be a fervent defender of “Christian rights” and an
outspoken critic of the Presidency’s weakened political powers since the Taef Accord
(Abu Shakra, 2019). Thus, at the surface, an ideological element to populism in FPM
politics is worth exploring, especially that the sectarian dimension may play an important
role in that respect, linking politics and religious affiliation in a stubborn ideational bond
that transcends more pragmatic political maneuvering.
Typically, studies based on the conceptualization of populism as an ideology are
geared toward empirical studies that focus on programmatic statements espoused by
political parties and key figures. This implies that primary research is directed toward
party literature, taking on forms such as qualitative content analysis of partisan texts
(Mudde, 2007). However, such endeavor is labor intensive, particularly when the
material is so extensive that it involves computational text analysis (Rooduijn and
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Pauwels, 2012). Additionally, the ideational frame is less likely to be suitable for the
study of the Free Patriotic Movement’s populist tendencies, seeing as the party’s
background and recent history points to a sort of pragmatism in dealing with different
political parties that does not necessarily conform to ideological principles. However,
any ideological leanings or principles on which the party may hold steady may be
explored by framing the study in a different approach, notably by examining discursive
style.
Similarly to its ideological counterpart, the discursive approach views the
political discourse of populists as being based on the dichotomy between “us” and
“them”. Kazin (1995) argues that rather than constituting a rigid ideology that
encapsulates core beliefs of political actors, populism is a mode of political expression
that is utilized meticulously and in a strategic manner by actors across the ideological
political spectrum, such as by left and right, conservatives and liberals, etc. Moreover,
while they do share some similarities, the ideological and discursive approaches are
nevertheless different in so far as their theoretical and methodological implications,
yielding distinct forms of empirical inquiry. Most notably, the discursive style involves
measurement scales and units of analysis based on operationalization as a gradational
property of political expression.
This is best understood when contrasted with the more binary aspect of empirical
research that employs an ideational approach (Bos et al., 2013). In essence, it means that
the discursive approach can be used to measure the degree of populist leanings rather
than whether a party is populist or not: “Since political actors can shape and re-shape
their rhetorical style more easily than their official ideology, this definition makes it
possible to more closely trace variations in levels and types of populist politics within
and between political actors” (Gidron and Bonikowski, 2014:8). Some populist rhetoric
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has been identified as being dominant in modern political history, including what
Hofstadter (1964) terms the “paranoid style,” which is a style characterized by an
apocalyptic conspiratorial worldview, suspiciousness, and heated exaggeration. The
scholar’s findings ring true today, as these traits are easily recognizable in President
Donald Trump’s approach in the U.S. However, even outside the U.S., this style has
proven popular particularly among right-wing populists (Taggart, 2000).
Moreover, what makes the discursive style pertinent to the discussion of the
Lebanese case is the fact that it is inherently context-sensitive. In fact, while this
approach also implies a form of antagonism that splits a population into two groups,
nevertheless this antagonism could involve different groups at different times for
different reasons. Hence, “others” or “enemies” of the people need not be necessarily be
categorized on the basis of unbending, historically-rooted ideological groupings: “… the
symbolic distinction between ‘us’ and ‘them’ that constitutes populist discourse is an
instance of relational ‘empty signifiers’ that can take on varied content, depending on
social context. These categories gain their meaning through a process of ‘identification’
(i.e. classification), whereby specific social groups are construed as ‘the people’ (us) and
pitted against oppressive ‘others’ (them)” (Gidron and Bonikowski, 2014:10).
Essentially, this renders populism an anti-status quo discourse that forms part of
a struggle over political power and hegemony (Filc, 2010).

Given the local and

geopolitical dynamics that have molded the FPM’s decision-making process and affected
its alliances with other Lebanese parties and constituents for more than a decade, the
discursive approach is arguably far more suited to the study of the party’s possible
populist tendencies. Moreover, this approach also corresponds well to the theoretical
framework of narratology: Examining FPM discourse through the lens of narratology
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would also for a comprehensive discursive analysis that would yield solid insight on the
populist characteristics/leanings of the party.
The second approach that appears suited to this thesis is that of populism as a
political strategy. While it is most prevalent in the study of populism in Latin America,
this approach may be applied to cases outside that region. Instead of emphasizing the
ideological or discursive characteristics of populism, the political strategy approach
focuses more on the relationship between political actors and their constituents, as well
as the organizational aspect of populist movements. Policy-focused literature that draws
on the political strategy approach has framed populist policies as having objectives such
as economic reform, and populist mobilization as encompassing anti-system and antiestablishment appeals (Acemoglu et al., 2011).
In the Latin American experience, this line of thought is used to explain how
populism emerged as a result of popular pressure to push forward pro-redistribution
positions, a strategy thus adopted by populist leaders to exploit the associated
opportunity. As argued by Acemoglu et al, “The driving force of populist politics is the
weakness of democratic institutions, which makes voters believe that politicians, despite
their rhetoric, might have a right-wing agenda or may be corruptive or unduly influenced
by the elite” (Acemoglu et al. 2011, p. 31). However, other scholars like Weyland (2011)
have critiqued this nuanced approach, arguing that it does not account for historical
variation, even in the case of South America, whereby the type of policies evolved
drastically through the mid-to-late 20th century, ranging from protectionist to neo-liberal
policies respectively.
Instead, Weyland defines populism in terms of political organization, where the
relationship between personalistic leaders and their mostly unorganized followers
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matters more than policy content. This view is in line with Taggart’s (1995) perspective
who claims that populist parties typically adhere to a centralized organizational structure
led by a political figure who is endowed with charisma. In his later writings, Taggart
(2000:100) adds that due to a lack of “key values,” “populism is particularly liable to the
politics of personality”. Pappas (2012) agrees with this characterization, arguing that the
role of the charismatic leader may best be described as entrepreneurial, in the sense that
he/she purposely polarizes politics by establishing cleavage on the basis of engagements
between “the people” versus the “establishment,” hence building a mass political
movement. On this point, Barr (2009) observed that the charismatic trait, in particular,
was absent in some populist leaders, citing the example of Peru’s Alberto Fujimori. From
this example and others, the scholar concludes that the personalistic traits of the populist
leader may not necessarily play a constitutive role. Instead, political style and strategy
get the lion’s share of Barr’s definition of populism, which he deems as “reflecting the
specific combination of appeals, location and linkages that suggests a correction based
on enhanced accountability rather than increased participation. More specifically, it is a
mass movement led by an outsider or maverick seeking to gain or maintain power by
using anti-establishment appeals and plebiscitarian linkages” (38).
Thus, according to Barr, the position of the populist leader in relation to his
following plays a more important role than the message that he/she delivers. He notes
that typically, populists tend to paint themselves as being outsiders who acquire political
prominence not by being associated with established political entities, but rather by being
independent or engaging with newly competitive parties. Furthermore, Jansen (2011)
redirects the emphasis from organized parties to broader patterns of political
mobilization, including social movements. He asserts that rather than populism
constituting a stable ideology, it can be construed as a political project that “can be
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undertaken by challengers and incumbents of various stripes in pursuit of a wide range
of social, political and economic agendas” (77). This approach is best explored in the
Lebanese context through the employment of the opportunity structure theoretical
framework, whereby this framework would allow the researcher to investigate whether
populist discourse serves as a strategic tool of political mobilization, thereby serving as
a means to an end.

2.4. Political Opportunity Structure
The notion of political opportunity structure was initially used by Eisinger in
1974 with the purpose of analyzing the causes of protests’ political effectiveness (Caruso,
2015, p. 3). Subsequent elaborations on this theory were made most notably by Tarrow
(1994) who focused on the theme of political systems’ vulnerability; he claims that social
movements were more likely to grow or succeed in their endeavors amid certain
favorable circumstances and conditions, such as a high degree of openness in the political
system, the presence of conflict among the ruling elites, instability in party relations and
unstable election results. Applications of political opportunity structure outside the scope
of social protests have also been the subject of recent research pertaining to political
demonstrations: “The basic premise is that exogenous factors enhance or inhibit
prospects for mobilization, for particular sorts of claims to be advanced rather than
others, for particular strategies of influence to be exercised, and for movements to affect
mainstream institutional politics and policy” (Meyer & Minkoff 2004: 1458). It is
important to note that political opportunities need not relate to general elements in the
polity, but rather could be issue-specific. In other words, what could engender
mobilization for one constituency of movement may not do the same for others. For
instance, the opportunity that was seized by the federal government in the U.S. to act
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against gender discrimination may have been the result of activism by the civil rights
movement, but it had no tangible impact on opportunities for peace and environmental
activists (Costain, 1992).
In the Lebanese context, this study seeks to frame the mobilization of the FPM
constituency, particularly before the 2018 elections, as the product of issue-specific
political opportunities, mainly the Syrian immigration crisis and Lebanon’s endemic
corruption which the party blames on decades of mismanagement by the political elites
that rose to power since the end of the civil war. It would be important for the political
opportunity framework utilized to distinguish between these issues and frame them
separately from the overarching political elements that typically facilitate social
movements such as the Lebanese political system’s instability and the high degree of
political rivalry.

2.5. Political Narratology
Simply defined, narratology constitutes a discipline in the field of humanities
concerned with studying the principles, logic and practices of narrative representation
(Meister, 2011, p. 1). While the term was notably coined by Todorov (1969), originally
in French (“narratologie”), its roots date back as far as Ancient Greece where a key
differentiation was made by prominent philosophers like Plato between two fundamental
modes of speech: mimesis, which refers to direct, verbatim speech and character
dialogues, and diegesis, which refers to an author’s narration of events. In other words,
these terms mark the distinction between showing and telling, and they came to be
associated with different literary genres (Meister, 2011, p. 2).
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From the normative paradigm of the 17th to 20th centuries, to French
structuralism, poststructuralist narratology and finally post-classical narratology, the
discipline and its underlying conceptual frameworks have evolved. Among the most
prominent of such frameworks are contextualist narratology which links the phenomena
included in narratives to particular thematic, historical, cultural and ideological contexts
(Chatman 1990), and cognitive narratology which examines the emotional and
intellectual processing of narratives (Herman 2000; 2003).
From a narratological viewpoint, the anti-globalist narratives exuded by
prominent populist leaders in the world today, such as Donald Trump, may constitute a
powerful tool in the linkage between the political sphere on one hand, and personal
human experience on the other, thereby bridging the gap between nonfigurative issues
such as globalization and the lives of individual people. Some narratologists argue that
the reduction of complex phenomena into a simple meaningful storyline that is
characterized by temporal sequencing is accomplished via emplotment, literally denoting
the assembly of a series of historical events into a narrative with a plot (Somers, 1994, p.
616). In that regard, the type of narratives employed by populist leaders serve to help
their audiences make sense of the reality that they live in, as well as the social action that
they participate in (Czariniawska 2004, 11; Bruner 1991, 4). More specifically, key
elements of such narratives like plots, roles and metaphors facilitate the construction of
meanings assimilated by the target audience (Bal 2009).
In the context of this thesis, the populist tendencies of the Lebanese FPM will be
measured as a function of party’s pervasive political narratives used to address and
mobilize its constituents, as well as the greater Lebanese public. The ideological and
cognitive underpinnings of the FMP’s political storytelling may thus shed light on the
extent to which the party has adopted populist rhetoric to woe the masses and ultimately
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to serve its political agenda. Based on the findings of the literature review, the most likely
form of populism that the FPM could have borrowed from is Western, right-wing
populism that is characterized as being exclusionary and focused on identity. This
assumption is not merely an educated guess, but rather a result of a thorough synthesis
on the history of sectarianism in Lebanon, particularly with regard to the dynamics of
political parties that are entrenched in a consociational system where clientelistic
relationships among sectarian patrons and their constituents have endured for decades.
Furthermore, Joe Helou’s (2020) treatise on the FPM’s 28-year political
trajectory reveals that, since its inception, the movement’s self-proclaimed goals have
been to combat the corrupt status quo, in other words the “elites” in power whom they
accuse of being directly and exclusively responsible for the embezzlement of public
funds and various forms of corruption. Thus, the anti-elite aspect is entrenched in the
FPM’s political philosophy and activism. Moreover, the exclusionary and identity-based
aspects are evident by the way the FPM handles some subjects. For instance, in their
discourse many members of the movement have consistently blamed Syrian refugees for
much of the country’s economic woes. Former Foreign Minister Gebran Bassil has even
campaigned and lobbied for mass deportations of these refugees (Dettmer, 2019), thereby
using a similar line of thought as the one espoused by European right-wing populists,
mainly pertaining to natives versus outsiders. In addition, although it claims to be fighting
for the establishment of a secular state, the movement has also consistently alleged that
its political actions have been geared in the direction of defending Christian rights,
primarily via more balanced power-sharing between Christians and Muslims (Azakir,
2015).
In theory, right-wing populist rhetoric incorporates various elements to fulfil its
objectives. One such element is the appeal of “pathos” (emotions): “…features of
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populist communicative style include heightened emotionality, dramatization, and the
use of colloquial language on the part of populist actors to appeal to the people, to
perform anti-establishment stances, and to increase newsworthiness in the context of a
media logic that is based on similar stylistic preferences” (Ekstrom, Patrona and
Thornborrow, 2018). Other populist indicators have been suggested by Bracciale and
Martella (2017) and modified by Hidalgo-Tenorio, Benitez-Castro and De Cesare (2019)
to accommodate the growing role that social media plays as a disintermediary
communication tool between political leaders and their target audience. Some include:
Storytelling, or narrating politics, mostly focused on the “corrupt” elites who enjoy
substantial political power; simplification, relating mainly to the oversimplification of
issues and solutions; exaggerations, whereby populist rhetoric alludes to provers, clichés,
stereotypes and expressions of popular wisdom; victimhood, where populist leaders refer
to plots or conspiracies against them; and instrumental actualization, or the exploitation
of specific phenomena to back political bias and apply erroneous inductive rationales on
the basis of current events. More specific indicators of right-wing populist narratives
include the portrayal of another threat in addition to that of the “elites”: The threat of
“others”, more specifically minorities groups (Bobba and McDonnell, 2016); in the case
of Lebanon, these are primarily Syrian refugees.
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Empirically, some FPM discourse manifestations that correspond to the theoretical
attributes of right-wing populist narratives are summarized below: (Table 1)
Theoretical Attribute

Corresponding FPM Narratives

Anti-Elite Rhetoric

Criticism of Rafiq Hariri’s legacy and
Saad Hariri’s policies, Criticism of
Walid Jumblat and Speaker of the House
Nabih Berri (The “Corrupt Trio” in the
lingo of the FPM.
Attributing corruption to their practices.
In the Lebanese context, appeal to
sectarian sentiment (The Rights of
Christians); arguing that they are fighting
against Christian marginalization.
Claims of character assassination
(Gebran Bassil). Claims of being
excluded from governance because they
are not corrupt.
“They didn’t let us work”. Promises of
24/7 electricity within short time span if
elected.
Blaming the economic deterioration on
Syrian refugees. Claims of Syrian
cultural invasion and job theft.

Appeal to Sectarian feelings

Victimhood

Oversimplification
Demonizing “Others”

Table 1. FPM discourses corresponding to right-wing populist narratives 1/2
Source: Compiled by the author from various sources
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2.6. Qualitative Content Analysis
The most adequate research method to employ in the course of this study’s
research is qualitative in nature, seeing as the assessment of populist indicators within
FPM political rhetoric requires a great degree of subjective interpretation on the
researcher’s part. In that regard, the adoption of a constructivist approach endows the
research with the ability to infer meanings and denote factors that would otherwise not
be described or exposed with ease via statistics and metrics, nor generalized across whole
populations. Moreover, the researcher would not be restricted by, or committed to, earlier
theory (Glaser, 2012). Furthermore, in qualitative data studies, sample size ought to be
decided based on informational needs, such that the research question may be elucidated
with an adequate degree of confidence (Krippendorff, 2004). In this study, data collection
will span two key figures belonging to the FPM, examining speeches and social media
communication for several years spanning the period between the two parliamentary
elections of 2009 and 2018.
As for data analysis, it will proceed according to the framework outlined by
Mariette Bengtsson (2016), encompassing decontextualization, recontextualization,
categorization, and compilation. Briefly, the data collected will be broken down into
“meaning units,” in other words groups of statements, sentences and expressions that
contain interlinked aspects. These units would then be coded in relation to the populist
rhetoric indicators outline in the previous section. The original content would thus be reread, thematically categorized and thoroughly interpreted to complete the discussion.
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2.7. Conclusion
In summary, this chapter has provided a robust theoretical basis for the study of
populist elements in the FPM’s political discourse. Drawing on the theoretical
frameworks of political opportunity structure and political narratology, the study will
scrutinize the FPM’s rhetoric for indicators of right-wing populist narratives. However,
before undertaking this analysis, an elaborate discussion of populism in the international
and Lebanese contexts is provided in the next two chapters.
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CHAPTER 3. GLOBAL OVERVIEW OF
POPULISM

3.1. Introduction
At its core, populism as a movement is not specific to one region, nor was it
necessarily born in one region or country before spreading to influence others. This
chapter begins with an overview of the earliest manifestations of populism in the U.S.
and how the movement developed there over time, crowned by the rise of Donald Trump
to the American presidency. Subsequently, it discusses the characteristics and
distinctions of populist movement in multiple regions around the world, including
Europe, Latin America and the Arab world.

3.2. Populism in the West
3.2.1. Populism in the United States of America
Populist movements in the West have commanded the lion’s share of historical
documentation and analysis. Massip (2019) relates that the term “populist” was first
popularized by the Kansas Farmers Alliance in the United States, as they discussed
political ideas for reform in the late 19th century. However, since then, the associated
political movement has taken on different forms and nuances. In the American context,
populism has traditionally been perceived as the movement that pits ordinary people
against a group of elite opponents who are characterized as being undemocratic and selfserving; the objective of populism is thus to achieve adequate mobilization of the former
against the latter (Kazin, 1995: 1). With time, populists’ self-proclaimed definition of
populism has come to include a specific dichotomy that manifests in terms such as “us”
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versus “them”, particularly within the context of the struggle of ordinary people against
the “establishment” (Judis, 2016). Massip notes that, in the history of the American West,
multiple outbursts of populism have taken place.
The first, in the late 19th century, was instigated by a major economic crisis; as a
result, farmers from the South and from the Great Plains weaved alliances with another
group, the Knights of Labor, to establish the People’s party in time for the presidential
election of 1982. While the party itself did not endure, a number of reforms were
conducted in the early 20th century, in response to the movement. For instance, legislative
accomplishments included the establishment of a separate U.S. Department of Labor
with a mandate focused on the protection of wage earners’ rights. In addition, the Clayton
Act of 1914 explicitly proclaimed that the “the labor of a human being is not a commodity
or article of commerce”; and the Adamson Act of 1916 ensured railroad workers’ right
to eight-hour work days (Adams, 2004). Moreover, the second outburst of populism in
the United States unfolded in the 1970s, manifesting itself as part of the Sagebrush
Rebellion which demanded that the federal government cede more control to states:
“Rural Westerners, allied with western politicians, resented and denounced the
overwhelming presence of the federal government in the region; for a couple of years,
they used legislative and political tools to reach their goal, but to no avail” (4). Massip
makes a critical point here that the Sagebrush Rebellion not only set the stage for the
third populist outburst in the 21st century; but also marked a turning point in the evolution
of populist ideals and objectives. Apprehensive about the possible economic self-interest
underlying the movement, certain western politicians rushed to paint the rebels as being
hard-working citizens who were expressing valid concerns about land management.
Others placed emphasis on the moral superiority of the working class, whom they argued
had a more legitimate claim on lands than the federal bureaucracy (Hatch, 1979).
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Moreover, the rebellion also exposed the widening gap between urban populations and
their rural counterparts; whereas the former enjoyed overall greater economic
development, particularly with regard to recreational opportunities, the latter were
unnerved by federal rules that favored there designed in such a way to favor the
wilderness over their livelihoods. Ultimately, this sentiment was transposed onto the
populist movement of the 21st century, whereby anti-establishment rhetoric became
centered on the need to protect local economies against the restrictions of the federal
government, including environmental protection constraints.
In parallel, and to a certain extent as a result of this sentiment, there gradually
emerged what Berlet and Lyons (2000) characterize as a “repressive and right-wing
populist ideology” based on the notion of producerism, which denotes a doctrine that
advocates producers in society against not only the less-producing or unproductive elite
but also other “lesser” groups that are painted as unethical and lazy, including Islamists,
immigrants, etc.
Thus far, the role of contemporary political narratives in political science and
international relations has been thoroughly explored within the context of both left-wing
and right-wing movements, mostly purporting to nationalist agendas. Whereas Bernie
Sanders’ efforts to mobilize the American masses against “capitalist greed” and social
injustices may be perceived through the lens of a left-leaning populism, in contrast
Donald Trump embodies one of the most pertinent modern instances of right-wing
populism. In 2016, his election to the presidency surprised many pundits who had
predicted an easy win for his rival, Hillary Clinton. Since then, much literature has sought
to elucidate the mechanisms through which Trump was able to succeed in his endeavor
to dislodge an “establishment” figure and become the first “popular” president since the
likes of former President Andrew Jackson rose to power in the 1830s. Homolar and
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Scholz (2019) assert that in his rhetoric, Trump employed typical populist narratives to
woe his crowds, including spreading a black-and-white view of the world, both internally
and in relation to foreign powers: He strived to create a wedge between himself and the
“real” Americans on one hand, and the “corrupt” establishment, “deep state” on the other;
in addition, he extensively emphasized and exaggerated the notion that things were being
done to the U.S. by maleficent external actors, claiming that “they’re laughing at us”,
“taking our money”, “enemies are getting stronger… we are getting weaker”, etc. (353).
Moreover, Trump’s continuous self-praising and claims of superiority, viewed by some
to be the outcome of narcissistic tendencies, plays into the “personalistic leader” aspect
discussed by Roberts (2006) and Weyland (2001), whereby the president’s base
perceives him to be some kind of visionary savior.
Moreover, much Western popular rhetoric is based on an underlying crisis-centric
communicative strategy, whereby populist leaders play on people’s sense of nostalgia:
“For those in perceived crisis situations, however, this nostalgia effect leads them to seek
out what they imagine to be a better past—that is, to alleviate their generalized anxiety
and restore their ontological security. Generally, they recall a comforting past (complete
with hindsight bias and rosy retrospection) to make the present reassuring and restore
notions of belonging, inclusion and continuity. Such restorative (rather than reflective)
nostalgia is characterized by a pathological drive to reclaim the imagined past by
reinstating ‘a particular vision of a neglected, forgotten or defeated set of cultural or
social arrangements” (Kenny 2017, 262).
Contextualized within the findings of Massip (2019), this neglected past takes on
a vision of a hard-working country whose economy is booming thanks to American
workers’ insatiable drive to produce (factory jobs, farming, etc.). Such vision contrasted
not just with what is perceived to be an establishment that keeps restricting workers (and
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by association damaging the economy) through the federal government’s overreach but
also with the idea that immigrants are gaining more ground and “stealing” jobs that would
otherwise be awarded to Americans.

3.2.2. Populism in Europe
The United States’ populist tropes were not restricted to the country’s borders.
Rather, they also became common in the European continent. Greven (2016) asserts that
right-wing populism across both the U.S. and Europe has assumed various forms
depending on factors that span countries’ political history, culture, and others. However,
some salient characteristics may be observed across the board. The most evident is the
juxtaposition of a corrupt political “elite” on one end and the “people” on the other. The
more entrenched characteristic, however, which corresponds firmly to right-wing
populism, is the juxtaposition of common interests and identity. In particular, European
right-wing populism may be characterized as being significantly ethno-centric, whereby
it paints the identity and common interests of the “people”, which are allegedly based on
common sense, in contrast with the identity and common interests of “others”, mainly
minorities like migrants who are allegedly protected by the corrupt elite. Furthermore,
right-wing populists tactically and strategically employ negativity as part of their
political communication: “Supposed ‘political correctness’ and dominant discourses are
at the same time the declared enemies of right-wing populists and their greatest friends.
They allow the staging of calculated provocations and scandals, and of the breaking of
supposed taboos. As this resonates with the needs of the media in terms of market
demands and the news cycle, right-wing populists receive a lot of free media” (Greven,
2016, p. 1). In principle, some “features” of European populism have been suggested by
scholars like Hartleb (2017) including: The general doctrine that there exists an
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“alternative” to the status quo; the establishment of a homogeneous people that share
common interests and form a frontline facing the mainstream political parties and ruling
elites; the promise to fight against “dirty politics”, including clientelism and corruption;
and a cynical approach to politics which mainly alludes to the immorality or
incompetence of the current establishment.
Early analyst positions on the subject of right-wing politics in Europe contended
that the rise of such populism was primary based on economic distress that was
engendered by the Great Recession. As the deleterious outcomes of this recession faded
with time, these analysts predicted that the populist challenge would also fade. However,
despite the economy recovering and unemployment declining, right-populism grew in
force, drawing strength from public opposition to cultural liberalization, mass
immigration, and the seeming renunciation of national sovereignty by the “elite” to
unresponsive and distant international bodies (Galston, 2018). European populist
politicians have not only taken advantage of this growing sentiment, but have also
contributed to normalizing it and transposing it into practical policies. One documented
product of such developments is the rise of nativism and its effect on immigration and
welfare policies in European countries. In particular, wherever right-wing populists have
made gains, such as for example in the case of Italy’s Matteo Salvini’s coalition, they
have pushed for harsher punishment for illegal immigration, constraints on legal
immigration and the scaling back of social security programs on the basis of “welfare
chauvinism,” which is the notion that the state’s welfare safety net should be exclusively
for the benefit of those who truly “belong” (Raj, 2020). Similar patterns are found in
other European countries, including France, Austria and Germany. In fact, an analysis of
former French presidential candidate Marine Le Pen’s discourse between 2010 and 2017
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revealed the persistence of exclusionary rhetoric targeting immigrants, primarily
Muslims (Chidiac, 2018), but with a twist.
The right-wing populist politician’s communication evolved semantically in such
a way to soften its tone: She began to employ more legal and economic references as a
substitute to the more provoking, exclusionary notions of religion, race, culture and
identity. Yet, this attempt to rebrand populist and nationalist rhetoric was not
accompanied with an equally softer stance on pivotal issues such as the rights of
immigrants and refugees. Rather, Le Pen’s ideological foundation remained intact,
especially with regard to her conviction that the economic rights of immigrants and
refugees ought to be limited (Chidiac, 2018). The aspiring presidential candidate’s novel
communication tactics suggests that French citizens may be less likely to respond
favorably to aggressive right-wing, exclusionary discourse than their American
counterparts. However, electoral data suggests that populist sentiment is still significant
in the country. According to recent surveys by local research and polling company IFOP,
Le Pen has consistently received the support of 24 to 27% of respondents in the run-up
to the 2022 presidential election (Lazar, 2020). Meanwhile, in Austria, the far-right
Freedom Party (FPÖ) has already secured an influential position in government, with the
Christian-democratic Austrian People’s Party (ÖVP) embracing it and the Social
Democrats even entering into a coalition with the FPÖ in the state of Burgenland
(Riegert, 2020). Betz (2001) suggests that the rise of the FPÖ may largely be attributed
to the “antipartitocratic stance” that it had nurtured over the past few decades.
This term is used in reference to the party’s prominent opposition to traditional
politics, which it painted as having too much power unchecked by an institutionallygrounded opposition. As such, the populist party claimed to represent “the people” in the
fact of the political elite, a dominant theme in exclusionary populism. However, in the
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21st century, as the Old Continent became increasingly an attractive destination to
immigrants fleeing their homelands to secure better lives, the FPÖ and other right-wing
populist parties in Europe expanded their exclusionary agenda to encompass new, broad
categories such as immigrants, ethnic minorities and Muslims (Heinisch & Werner,
2019).

3.2.3. Populism in Latin America
Inherent in the literature about populism is ambiguity surrounding the definition
of populism in absolute terms. Rather than being globally homogeneous phenomenon,
populist movements vary depending on political and socioeconomic context. In that
regard, the case of Latin America, in particular, is revealing. Mudde et al. (2011) assert
that a key fact that while populism in Latin American is well-entrenched in the political
and socioeconomic realms and dates back to the early 20th century, in contrast European
populism is relatively young. Moreover, unlike in the U.S., populism in South America
thrived for decades, to such an extent that political leaders have espoused populist
movements and rhetoric to their advantage, strengthening their political stature in the
process. For example, Donald Trump rose to power only in 2016 thanks – in part – to
this populist campaign, and European populist radical right parties have only enjoyed a
“junior partner” share of power within various coalitions such as the case of Haider in
Austria and Le Pen in France (Mudde et al., 2011). The nascent aspect of the populist
movement in Europe could be attributed to various factors, one of which being that in
recent history most mainstream European parties have espoused the value of pluralism,
which runs counter to the typical set of populist ideals. Moreover, even radical leftist
European parties have seldom resorted to populist rhetoric. In contrast, South America
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is endowed with a rich tradition of populist movements, parties and leaders. So
entrenched is populism in the continent, in fact, that there have been three documented
populist “waves” throughout the past decades. For one classic populism characterized
the period that spanned the 1940s and 1960s, with a few representative examples being
Getulio Vargas in Brazil and Juan Domingo Peron in Argentina. In the 1990s, neoliberal
populism dominated, as became clear with Carlos Menem in Argentina and Alberto
Fujimori in Peru. Furthermore, since the 2000s, radical leftist populism has taken over:
Chavez in Venezuela and Morales in Bolivia could be considered prime examples of
political leaders who have adopted this kind of populism (Mudde, 2013).
The expansive role that populism plays in Latin America has been attributed
primarily to the root cause of class and sectoral inequalities. Kaufman and Stallings
(1991) argue that the majority of countries in South America can be differentiated from
their counterparts in other regions by two groups of structural traits, each deep-seated in
the establishment of potent traditional export oligarchies in the second half of the 19th
century. First, overall, assets and income are highly concentrated, whereas in the 1980s
income inequality was consistently gauged as being 2.5 times greater in Latin America
than in Asia. In particular, the average ratio between the highest and lowest household
income quintiles was determined in this period to be 8.7 in East Asia and a substantially
higher 21.1 in South America (Kaufman and Stallings, 1991). Moreover, the second
structural trait constitutes the significant division between employers and employees in
industry and services facing the traditional oligarchy, which commands the primary
products export sector:
“Sectoral antagonisms became particularly pronounced after the 1930s, when the shocks
of the Depression encouraged an acceleration of the import-substitution industrialization
(ISI) processes… At the same time, the capacity of most export oligarchies to block
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significant land reforms meant that, in contrast to countries such as Korea and Taiwan,
the political weight of urban popular groups was not typically counterbalanced by the
presence of a large class of independent farmers or small export-oriented manufacturing
firms” (Kaufman and Stallings, 1991, p. 19).
One of the consequences of such inequality was the restricted ability of Latin American
governments to handle distributive pressures related to wealth inequality. Unlike in
European countries where differential gains and losses were evened out through transfer
payments negotiated through corporatist bargaining institutions, which allowed for an
expansion of welfare states in conjunction with liberal trade policies (Katzenstein, 1985).
The feasibility of such welfare model in Latin America was low, especially that
governments had limited capacity to tax assets and income directly (Kaufman &
Stallings, 1991). Consequently, this has led to the emergence of a left-leaning form of
populism as the years went by, the characteristics of which differ clearly from populism
in other regions.
While much of the academic work on populism suffers from regional singularity
and conceptual confusion, some scholars have attempted to tackle differences by region
by examining three dimensions, in such a way to better characterize populism in Latin
America: economy versus identity, inclusion versus exclusion and left-=wing versus
right-wing (Mudde et al., 2011). As far as Latin American economies are concerned,
Weffort (1978) argues that Import-Substituting Industrialization (ISI) facilitated the
establishment of populist regimes relying on multi-class coalitions, which advocated
progressive economic redistribution and higher government spending to stimulate job
creation, thereby echoing the findings of Kaufman and Stallings (1991). Over the
decades, multiple generations of studies on Latin American populism revealed that the
movement was primarily centered on economic reform, albeit in more directions than
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one depending on the time period. Whereas early populist movements espoused a leftleaning approach to economics that focused on income redistribution and thus marked
government intervention, in the 1990s these political actors began to employ populist
rhetoric that advocated economic policies in favor of the free market. As such, scholars
like Roberts (1995) and Weyland (1996) asserted that some leaders in Latin America like
Argentina’s Menem, Peru’s Fujimori, and Brazil’s Mello were, in fact, neopopulists, or
otherwise political entrepreneurs who chose to adopt a populist style in conjunction with
neoliberal economic policies. However, almost a decade later, this kind of populism
would yet again be trumped by “socialist populists” like Bolivia’s Morales and
Venezuela’s Hugo Chavez (Castañeda 2006). While some do not necessarily perceive
this historical progression to imply that economic agendas were a constitutive element
of populist movements per se (Mudde et al., 2011), they were nevertheless inclined to be
closely related to the goal of economic reform. In contrast, European populism, for
example, while still young, is guided by more socio-political agendas such as
nationalism, thereby taking on a greater “identity” dimension. With regard to the
economy, there exists some consensus among the European populist radical right that
whereas the market is accepted, nevertheless it ought to be actively regulated to conserve
the nation in the face of illicit foreign attempts of domination. In that regard, neoliberal
globalization is perceived as a threat; and some political parties go to the extent of
advocating some forms of national capitalism (Mudde et al., 2011). As for identity, it is
clear that it constitutes the focal point of European populist agenda and discourse: “Key
to the identify politics of the populist radical right is the elaboration of a cultural
distinction between ‘natives’ and ‘aliens’. Although radical right populists devote more
attention to identifying (and vilifying) the outgroups (them), implicitly the ingroup (us)
is defined ex negativo. The ingroup-outgroup differentiation of European populists is
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multifaceted, and various parties focus on particular outgroups. Hence, favorite targets
of populist radical right propaganda are ethnic minorities, immigrants, foreigners,
refugees.” (Mudde et al., 2011, p. 17).
Moreover, while the literature on Latin American populism reveals that both leftwing and right-wing such movements emerged across the decades, at times even in
parallel, there is consensus among scholars that the left-wing movement dominates. With
the exception of political leaders such as Collor de Mello in Brazil, Menem in Argentina
and Fujimori in Peru, the various waves of populism in South America were
characterized by their advocacy of more state intervention in the economy as well as their
egalitarian position (Freidenberg, 2007). This stands in sharp contrast with “Western”
populism, particularly in Europe, which may be characterized as being mostly associated
with the right. Although some prominent leaders such as Haider and Le Pen do not
explicitly state their right-wing tendencies, some parties such as the Hungarian Justice
and Life Party and Belgian Flemish Block do self-identify as right wing. What is more,
overall European populists have come to view the mainstream right as the lesser evil
(Mudde et al., 2011).
Another difference between Latin American and Western populism pertains to
the issue of inclusion versus exclusion, which is one of the most important distinctions,
as it pertains to the relationship between populism and democracy. For one, Latin
American populism is perceived to be predominantly inclusionary, in so far as it fosters
the incorporation of diverse groups into the political arena. For instance, Juan Peron of
Argentina instigated the Peronism movement, which called for the inclusion of the
working class and women into politics. In fact, the former president championed
universal voting rights for men in 1951, thereby enhancing democratic behavior and
working toward social justice (Drake, 2009). Similarly, the findings of Collier and
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Collier (1991) indicate that in nations such as Peru, Mexico, Argentina and Venezuela,
populist forces also played a key role in successfully incorporating the labor movement
into the political arena. Mudde et al. (2011) add that the inclusionary nature of South
American populism has endured since the early days of the movement, even in the efforts
of Morales and Chavez who have attempted to foster political, material and symbolic
inclusion. In contrast to this type of inclusionary populism, European exclusionary
populism stands out as being hostile to certain groups that are perceived to be outside the
scope of the “pure people”. In that regard, while the European populist radical right may
not have a negative stance vis-à-vis democracy per se, it is nevertheless critical of liberal
democracy specifically, emphasizing the need to empower “natives” over “aliens” in the
political process (Berezin, 2009). Moreover, such exclusionary paradigm extends to
material aspects, as is evident in welfare chauvinism. In fact, populist parties in Europe
have suggested a wide range of policies that support the establishment of distinct legal
processes for “aliens” in so far as jobs, housing and general social services are concerned.
The underlying philosophy includes the notion of “national preference”, whereby it is
believed that the “pure people” ought to be prioritized in matters of welfare (Mudde et
al., 2011).

3.2.4. Populism in Asia
In recent decades, another instance of populism has emerged in Asia, more
specifically in the South East Asia region. A few notable populists that have been
discussed in the literature are the Philippines’ Rodrigo Duterte, Indonesia’s Prabowo
Subianto and Thailand’s Thaksin Shinawatra (Pepinsky, 2019). Some scholars have
penned similarities between Duterte in particular and Trump, especially when it comes
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to tough talk on crime, the focus on law and order, and being the “authentic” voice of the
people (Hartleb, 2017). Much like Western populists, Asian populist figures have risen
on the premise that their main objective is to combat the political “elite”; however, unlike
American and European populism which is characterized as being exclusionary, Asian
populists are not particularly known for pitting subgroups, minorities and aliens against
“natives”; rather, their discourse is focused more on the fight against distasteful social
elements such as vice and crime (Pepinsky, 2019). This finding is especially
controversial when considering the long history of ethnic chauvinism in the region. In
fact, the plural societies of Southeast Asia are mired in religious and ethnic chauvinism,
with interreligious and interethnic wealth inequality often fueling resentment by
“indigenous” peoples who protest being exploited by immigrant minorities, particularly
overseas Chinese. Moreover, some politicians have indeed embraced ethnic chauvinism;
for one, Mayalsia’s Mahathir Mohamad suggested a political and economic plan that
favors the country’s Malay majority over their counterparts from Indian and Chinese
descent (Pepinsky, 2019). However, while some would assume that such clear divisions
are exploited by populist exclusionary tactics, Pepinsky asserts that this is not the case;
without ruling out ethnic politics or chauvinism, the scholar suggests that these take place
in the absence of populist mobilization through anti-minority or anti-migrant politics.
Kurlantzick (2018) corroborates Pepinsky’s findings, observing that populists in
Southeast Asia tend to emphasize immigration, trade and economic decline less than
Europe and the U.S. He points to a few factors that may play a role in this different
direction, mainly acceptable economic growth rates. Rather, unlike populists in the West
who do not seek to break with the democratic tradition, many Southeast Asia populists
have seemingly risen on anti-democratic sentiment: “The lower-middle classes, in
particular, have become frustrated with democracy because they believe democratic
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politicians have not tackled inequality, addressed crime, or delivered effective state
services. After gaining power, Southeast Asian populists oftentimes have moved to
undermine democratic institutions and norms, in countries where traditional political
parties have not been paragons of democratic rule” (Kurlantzick, 2018, para. 4).

3.2.5. Populism in the Middle East
One of the reasons that populist movements may have particularly resonated with
residents in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region is that they are often
complemented by eclectic foundations rooted in ideological beliefs. This is particularly
pertinent in societies where secular ideology could not develop deep roots and eventually
turn into a nationwide, long-lasting phenomenon, such as in most Arab countries:
“… the revival of religion in the age of secular ideology, combined with the mythical
glorification of ‘the people’ as the repository of noble virtues, transformed into a potent
ideology of deliverance. Populists promise a new Utopia in which the alienated and the
oppressed would find a new heaven in the organic and egalitarian society of the future…
the individual can become whole again by embracing the new creed, the ‘political
religion’ that would make deliverance and salvation possible” (Dorraj 2017, 291).
An unequivocal prerequisite to the study of populist tendencies in Lebanese
politics is a historical account of possible populist movements and their repercussions in
the MENA region.
Anderson (2018) argues that countries around the world, both in the Western and
Eastern spheres, have a lot in common when it comes to populist movements. He relates
how for two centuries since James Madison’s declaration in 1788 that “the object of
government… is the happiness of the people,” governments played a key part in the lives
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of citizens, improving their wellbeing and welfare. Then, in the 1980s, people’s
perception of the government’s role in their lives began to change. Despite their
continuous initiatives to enhance popular welfare, governments began to be seen through
a different lens, as being too demanding, too expensive, too large and too intrusive. Thus,
the contraction of the state was foreshadowed to a solution.
In its stead, the free market was framed as being an engine of prosperity,
ultimately morphing the notion of happiness itself; no longer was well-being associated
with social welfare per se, but rather individual freedom (p. 480). Anderson then suggests
that the ensuing neo-liberal order left a responsibility gap, whereby non-governmental
organizations and non-state actors could not fill the void left by the declining role of
government in citizen affairs. Both in Western and Arab states, the repercussions were
dire. In the 1950s and 1960s, the Arab social contract, where political acquiescence was
contingent on the state offering many citizens jobs, as well as free or subsidized education
and healthcare, quickly started to unravel, heavily affected by population growth and
unsustainable government spending. By the 1980s, to deal with financial crises, neoliberal measures were practically enforced by the IMF and the World Bank, leading to a
decrease in public expenditure and the real income of government employees
(Hinnebusch 2019). It would not take long for social and political unrest to follow.

The main difference between populist movements in Western and Arab spheres
is that populist uprisings in the Arab world were predominantly targeted at autocratic
regimes. In many cases, the privileges awarded to individuals in power and their close
circles were formal and official. Royal families and kings, for instance, did not abide by
the same laws as their subjects. Moreover, in Syria and Egypt, the military elite were
awarded special privileges such as vacation homes, inflated retirement benefits, travel
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visas and much more. Where the rule of law is weak, autocrats enjoy tremendous
flexibility and discretion (Anderson 2018, p. 484).
While many of the findings of literature pertaining to populism in the Arab world
are pertinent to the Lebanese case, nevertheless the country’s socio-political arena is
highly complex; for long hailed as the only democratic Arab country, such
characterization is optimistic at best, considering the structure of the consociational
political system whose democratic potential has been eyed with much criticism,
particularly as the country’s endemic corruption has consistently been blamed on the
same political class that has governed for decades. Thus, a closer look at populist
movements in the Lebanese context is essential. The next chapter is dedicated to the
discussion of sectarian populism in Lebanon, as a precursor to studying the populist
strategies of the FPM.
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CHAPTER 4. SECTARIAN POPULISM IN
LEBANON
4.1. Introduction
Among the least studied regions where populist movements may be seeing a
resurgence is the Arab world. In particular, the 2010s have been a markedly turbulent
period for many countries in this region, setting off political crises and a plethora of
socio-economic movements targeted at the ruling elites. An interesting case is that of
Lebanon, a democratic republic that operates within a confessional framework, dividing
power among various religious communities. Despite suffering from deep economic
woes borne out of the rule of a corrupt kleptocracy, in 2018 Lebanese voters re-elected
to parliament most of the same sectarian leaders. This chapter first offers an expansive,
multi-confessional historical account of sectarian populism in Lebanon It then narrows
the discussion down to Christian populism, starting with Chamounism in the 1950s, all
the way to contemporary populism as embodied by two key FPM figures: President
Michel Aoun and current leader of the FPM Gebran Bassil.

4.2. Historical Background
Lebanon’s history is no stranger to populist movements with religious (sectarian)
undertones. Since its inception in 1943, the Lebanese state has witnessed periods of
profound political crises that have challenged its multi-confessional power-sharing
system. From the womb of these crises emerged populist movements that were either
meant to contest this system, or protect it under the guise of safeguarding the stability
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secured by the communal power structure (Salamey, 2009). In this context, the populist
movements that were borne out of the complex consociational power-sharing framework
had a unique character. In particular, they were inherently incapable of assuming an allencompassing nationalistic dimension because of their dominant sectarian attributes:
“they could never be elevated to become an inclusive nationalist movement because of
the nationalism of each one has typically been subsumed under an overriding sectarian
identity, be it Christian Maronite, Sunni Muslim or Shiite Muslim” (Salamey & Tabar
2012, 500).
Traboulsi (2007) argues that the history of post-independence Lebanon is replete
with populist movements based on sectarian identities. In that regard, the first such
movement could be Chamounism, in reference to the Christian Maronite President
Camille Chamoun. It came about in the 1950s. More than a decade later, it was succeeded
by Imam Moussa al-Sadr’s Shiite Movement of the Dispossessed. While the Chamounist
movement was concerned with defending Christians and reinforcing state control in such
a way to fight the influence of local and regional Nasserist forces, the Movement of the
Dispossessed aimed to grow its share of state resources. Other such sectarian populist
movements did also emerge in succeeding decades, including Hezbollah’s Shiite and
Saad al-Hariri’s Sunni movements. Plattner (2010) asserts Lebanese sectarian populism
transcends communities’ grievances; not only has it proven to strengthen them within the
overarching sectarian power struggle, but it has also acted in such a way to fend off the
development of a dominant state authority. Consequently, Lebanon’s political dynamics
have evolved to sustain a sort of radical pluralism.
Thus, sectarianism in Lebanon has proven itself to be conducive to populist
discourse and tactics used as part of political mobilization. In fact, the way in which
sectarianism is entrenched in Lebanese politics makes it inherently populist. Members of
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each sectarian community are de facto under the influence and rule of their respective
religious and political authorities, often also agglomerated in specific areas/regions. This
situation persevered, notwithstanding the fact that the Taif Agreement of 1989 explicitly
stated that reforms ought to take place to lessen and eventually abolish political
sectarianism. Instead, the agreement outlined milestones, albeit without setting any hard
deadlines for their accomplishment, to achieve in order to put the country on the path
towards a parliamentary democracy based on cooperation among the three branches of
government (Tannous, 2018). Yet, three decades later, sectarian leaders are either still at
the head of their political blocks, or have passed on the torch to their offspring. What
should have been a true democracy has instead turned into an enduring form of sectarian
power-sharing that is mired in corruption.
Evidently, to keep this system alive, sectarian patron have consistently painted
themselves as paternalistic figures who are looking out for their followers, thereby
employing sectarian affiliation as a means of swaying the masses and compelling them
to develop a deep-rooted fear of the “other” sectarian communities, in such a way to
develop a cognitive association between the rule of sectarian leaders and survival. Herein
lies the innate populist attribute of sectarian leaders. There is uncanny resemblance, in
particular, with Western populism, when it comes to the exclusionary aspect of sectarian
populism. Although the context is vastly different, both political leaders in Lebanon and
some Westerner leaders like Trump use similar tactics of demonizing other groups
through exclusionary rhetoric. The main difference, however, is that sectarian populism
is inherently at odds with the sort of nationalism and patriotism that is highly guarded by
Western populists: “sectarianism refers to this allegedly atavistic tendency among
Lebanon’s various religious communities that undermines wataniyya or patriotism…
while the nation is projected as inclusive, stable and democratic, sectarianism is depicted
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as exclusionary, undemocratic and disordered” (Makdissi, 1996, para. 3). What makes
matters even more complicated is that the sectarian balance that has characterized
Lebanon for almost a century has been largely sustained by a sort of “tolerance” of other
sects and “co-existence”; thus, despite the fact that there have been various populist
movements along sectarian lines throughout Lebanese history, these have not necessarily
been directed at changing the sectarian status quo but rather at rallying the masses in
favor of making limited political gains. In other words, each sectarian group has never
intended to exclude the other altogether from political life, but rather at most to create a
rift in the balance of power.
Some historical context here is warranted to develop a greater understanding of
why sectarian populism has thrived across the decades, becoming deeply entrenched in
Lebanese politics. Throughout the 19th century, demographic changes favoring Christian
communities and other factors such as heightened economic penetration of Europeans
into the Lebanese market motivated local elites to appeal to European powers along
religious lines, aiming to legitimize their position to protect themselves in fast-evolving
circumstances. Because of the emergence of religion-based politics spurred by elites, the
prospect of sect-based popular mobilization became likelier. While the elites attempted
to project an ordered and stable vision of the religious nation, minorities and other groups
belonging the “popular” classes appropriated the sectarian discourse for the sake of
advancing goals like social liberation. This was similar to the case of the 1858 peasant
uprising in Mount Lebanon where Maronite landlords were challenged by Maronite
peasants. These struggles were further exacerbated by the diversity of religious groups,
which led to persistent intra-communal contestations involving the lower classes, higher
classes and the clergy (Makdissi, 1996). Such contestations endured for decades, with
sectarian power imbalances on various occasions fueling dissent. In practice, the
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consociational system created a vicious cycle whereby it made it de facto necessary for
citizens to participate in corruption: Rather than working to represent and develop the
entire country, state-affiliated elites resorted to dispensing jobs and to building
infrastructure to benefit their own regions instead. As such, benefits obtained through
patronage networks became the norm: “Benefits could not be obtained simply on the
basis of citizenship rights because jobs, housing, telephones and education were
guaranteed not by the state but through appeals to deputies and ministers and presidents
who were themselves appointed or elected according to sectarian laws” (Makdissi, 1996,
para. 17). Notably, the strength of the ensuing clientelistic networks derived from the
process that Hamzeh (2001) describes as “zu’ama formation”, which encompasses not
only sectarian affiliation, but also kinship. Hamzeh asserts that Lebanon’s political
leaders have historically inherited not only the political legacy of their fathers, but also
their wealth. This, in turn, endowed them with enough social and financial capital to
garner electoral support.
As early as 1960, approximately a quarter of the Lebanese parliament comprised
descendants of men who had been chosen as part of legislative assemblies under the
French mandate (Hamzeh, 2001). Moreover, contrary to patrimonial clientelism where
the exchange between patron and clients occurs within a narrow, localized frame, the
zu’ama’s clientelistic network became increasingly connected to a broader institutional
structure. As such, clients gradually became bound to their patrons via a network of
transactional links, where clients pledged political loyalty to their patrons in return for
the provision of primarily economic services (Roniger, 2004). As a result, efforts to
change the status quo have been consistently suppressed by a rigid, stubborn system: “By
binding Lebanese the their sectarian/political patrons and clientelistic networks, and by
making them materially dependent on the latter’s patronage benefits, the political
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economy of sectarianism operates in such a way as to sabotage experiments in nonsectarian forms of political mobilization and organization, forcing most Lebanese to
privilege their sectarian identities over alternatives and more appropriate class,
professional, or local affiliations” (Salloukh et al., 2015, p. 7).
Hence, overall sectarianism has provided fertile ground for the use of populist
tactics by sectarian leaders in their political mobilization long after the civil war, albeit
cautiously to avoid causing internal strife. In particular, the Free Patriotic Movement’s
rhetoric contains clear signs of sectarian populism, primarily in the party’s consistent
remarks about protecting “Christian rights”. However, the FPM’s delicate alliance with
Hezbollah, as well as the inherent intricacies of the sectarian power-sharing system, has
limited the strength of populist mobilization based on the premise of empowering
Christians alone. Instead, the FPM’s discourse has gradually shifted toward a more
nationalistic tone that puts the Lebanese people on a pedestal compared to other groups
like Syrian immigrants. Not to mention that the most influential figures in the party
consistently blame the political “elite” for having participated in corrupt practices over
decades that led to economic deterioration, thereby painting the FPM as being a sort of
“anti-establishment” party that seeks to uproot corruption. This duality in the FPM’s
populist rhetoric casts doubt on the allegations of the party regarding Christian rights,
particularly in light of their ally’s (Hezbollah) growing prominence in the country, and
by extension the increasing influence of Iranian Shi’ism. In that regard, it would serve
the study well to draw comparisons between prominent FPM leaders’ populist approach
and that of previous Christian leaders who also claimed to fight for the protection of
Christian communities in their eras. Critically, such comparisons must take into
consideration the respective contexts in which manifestations of Christian populism
emerged.
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4.3. Christian Populism
The establishment of modern Lebanon was premised on the transfer of
individuals’ loyalties from kinship, sect and/or tribal community that had traditionally
offered them security in the past to the single, all-encompassing State and its alienating
structure. However, such a transfer was not at all straightforward. Drawing on Erich
Fromm’s The Fear of Freedom, Ghassan Salame (1986) argues that many Lebanese were
faced with feelings of loss and insecurity, having to substitute their original selves with
pseudo-selves, thereby creating an identity paradox. One of the core implications of this
paradox, according to Salame, was the challenge to adopt a more nationalistic identity
due to lacking approval and recognition by “others” (individuals belonging to other
sectarian groups). In other words, a population fragmented by sect was put in a position
where it had to accommodate a new national identity where different groups were all
under the umbrella of one centralized state.
To understand how Christian populism emerged and evolved across the past
decades leading up to its current manifestations, it is first crucial to delineate along what
lines Lebanese factions differed. A simplistic assumption would be: sect. After all,
political affiliations today are still bespoken by sectarian identities. However, historically
this seems to be an erroneous assumption. Rather than religion or sect being the defining
criteria according to which different groups of Lebanese are separated from one another,
it has always been a potent mix of communal and confessional tendencies: “… the
communal-confessional spirit springs from an atavistic attachment to a group, from an
almost total lack of interest or suspicion about the possible conversion of the other”.
Thus, if the religion has an unquestionable missionary zeal, the confessional community
turns inward, bound up in its past, proud of its identity and apprehensive about its future”
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(Salame, 1986, p. 3). Looking at sectarian populism through this lens, one may infer that
religion has played a secondary, auxiliary or perhaps more accurately an “instrumental”
role in Lebanese politics, particularly in so far as Christian populism is concerned. Unlike
the primordial viewpoint that fixates on sectarian differences as being the main sources
of conflict, the instrumental perspective seems more valid, especially given the
complexity of Lebanese politics. Following Lebanon’s formal independence and the
promulgation of the National Pact, the Lebanese public was continuously exposed to
various transnational ideologies that unavoidably challenged loyalty and the sense of
belonging to the Lebanese State (Hudson, 1969). One such influence that materialized in
the 1950s was the Nasserist movement.
4.3.1. Chamoun and the Struggle against Nasserism
Camille Chamoun’s election to the presidency in 1952 occurred against the
backdrop of heightened turmoil in the Arab world. This turbulence was largely fueled by
the political and ideological clashes between Egypt, under the leadership of the pan
Arabist president Gamal Abdel Nasser and the more conservative Arab regimes in Saudi
Arabia, Jordan and monarchical Iraq. In arguably the first potent manifestation of
Christian (Maronite) populism, Chamoun stubbornly rejected Nasser’s call to sever
diplomatic ties with France and the United Kingdom (Baroudi, 2006). This move is all
the more important when contextualized within the growing pan-Arabism trend in
Lebanon, particularly among Muslims. Nasser’s charismatic appeal and bombastic, fiery
rhetoric had made shock waves across the Arab world, and Lebanon was no exception.
In fact, Lebanese Muslims showed zealous support for Nasser, whom they considered to
be their long-awaited pan-Arab leader (Kanaan, 1995). Such support was juxtaposed with
Lebanese Maronites’ friendly relationship with the West, which explains the predicament
that Chamoun found himself in: “The strand of Nasser’s nationalism turned any
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modicum of cooperation with the West into an act of sedition. Not only did Nasserism
identify with the bloc of non-aligned countries, but also with third world revolutionary
movements. Chamoun described Nasser as a power-hungry, expansionist dictator. At the
same time, he accused Muslim leaders like Saib Salam and Abdallah Yafi … of blindly
following his directives” (Rabil, 2011, p. 18). In essence, Chamoun did all he could to
ensure that Lebanon closely followed his policy line. Not only did he contribute to
political mobilization in the June 1957 parliamentary elections to raise his supporters’
chances of election, but also even contemplated amending the constitution to guarantee
his re-election as president (El-Khazen, 1991). However, regional developments
obstructed Chamoun’s plans, notably Syria’s political union with Egypt and the
establishment of the United Arab Republic (UAR), crystallizing the validity and
applicability of Nasser’s vision of Arab unity in the eyes of his Lebanese supporters (elKhazen, 1991).

4.3.2. The Phalangist Party & Bashir Gemayel
By the 1960s, the increasingly relevant Nasserist threat, coupled with the arrival
and growing influence of the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) in the country,
set off a chain of events that further polarized the country. Practically, Chamoun may be
considered to be one of the first true Christian populists that was in a prominent position
of power. However, as sectarian tensions continued to rise in the wake of the Palestinian
armed presence in Lebanon, which intensified following the expulsion of the PLO from
Jordan in September 1970, and the support it received from Muslim factions, the
Christian identity and its preservation increasingly rose to the limelight, laying the
groundwork for the emergence of arguably the most iconic populist figure in Lebanese
history: Bashir Gemayel. In tandem with the unfolding of an increasingly complex
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Israeli-Palestinian conflict, the PLO in Lebanon grew in power, its political and military
adventures partially or fully supported by Muslim factions. This prompted the Christian
community, which saw the Palestinian presence as a threat, to mobilize against it (ElKhazen, 1991). Thus, Christian militias such as the Phalanges, Kataeb and Tigers started
to play a more prominent role in the conflict. Often rebelling against the political
maneuvering of the Christian elite that seemingly controlled them such as Frangieh and
Chamoun, these militias were intent on using force to assert their domination over the
Palestinians, and in doing so maintaining the privileged status of Maronites (Mahmood,
2008). After the infamous Lebanese civil war broke out, the Christian push for federalism
reached its peak. The first real push for federalism came in 1980, when major Christian
political parties came together to deal with the political status quo (El-Khazen, 1991. In
particular, the Lebanese Front, joining Kataeb and the National Liberal Party (NLP)
established a paramilitary wing, the Lebanese Forces, which served a prominent sociomilitary function in relation to the call for federalism. Leading these paramilitary forces
was young and vivacious Bashir Gemayel, populist Kataeb leader (Smyth, 2009).
Bashir Gemayel’s populist style was inherently revolutionary, never shying away
from voicing his proud concern for Christian well-being and unity while also
emphasizing the need to adopt a new paradigm in the governance of Lebanon. Some of
his closest partisans report him asserting to them, just before he was assassinated, that
his leadership would break with Lebanon’s failed past: “We can no longer govern with
the men who were in power before 1975, or with the 1943 mentality. A strong state for
me is a state that is capable of protecting the Christian identity and guaranteeing the
equality for all the Lebanese people. I am the president of the state and the leader of the
nation. That is the real revolution. Without this revolution the war in Lebanon will have
been in vain” (Young, 2010, para. 8). In essence, Bashir Gemayel was quite unlike his
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Christian counterparts; instead of adapting to Lebanese politics, he sought for Lebanese
politics to adapt to his vision for a new Lebanon. Above all, he was a populist Maronite
recalcitrant, combining his aversion to the country’s ailing politics, a sensitivity to the
weakening of Maronites, and his strong conviction that the status quo could be changed
through his leadership of the Christian society. He believed that such leadership would
be uniting to such an extent that it would impede dissent within this community, which
Gemayel perceived to be the primary source of division.

4.3.3. 4.3.3. Michel Aoun, Gebran Bassil & Contemporary Populism
Since the days of Chamoun and Gemayel, manifestations of sectarian populism
have evolved, adapting to ever-changing political circumstances. Christian populism, in
particular, had long married religious/sectarian identity with some nationalist undertones,
beginning with the Lebanese Phalange Party in the 1940s through the 1970s. However,
Christian parties and leaders were always adamant on distinguishing between their own
nationalistic tendencies and those of groups, which they were staunchly against, like
Syrian nationalists. Instead, they deliberately championed a form of nationalism
reminiscent of the early conviction – shared by the French during their mandate – that
Lebanon was destined to follow a trajectory of modernization. Thus, as Mneimneh notes,
“Instead of a mono-religious enclave that may have offered the Christians of the Levant
a precarious refuge, the idea of a ‘Greater Lebanon’ sought to manage the expected
demographic shift, which was readily understood to be numerically detrimental to the
Christians”. The author goes on to underscore that this would be accomplished through
“a process of integration of non-Christians into a political commonwealth informed by
modernity and the values of enlightenment” (Mneimneh, 2019, par. 8).
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Thus, in reality, the nationalism championed by Christian figures and political
parties in Lebanon throughout the decades has always been premised on ideals that
provide Christians with an edge over other groups, thereby clashing with the harmony
sought in a traditionally pluralistic country. Alike historical Christian populists, current
Lebanese President Michel Aoun and his son-in-law Gebran Bassil have also mixed
between nationalist and sectarian discourse. On one hand, they have consistently
criticized the presence of Syrian and Palestinian refugees as being a threat to the
Lebanon, accusing them of draining the country’s resources. On the other hand, they
have also been markedly stubborn in so far as their claim to safeguard Christian rights.
For instance, both figures have brandished successive parliamentary power grabs,
arguing that they were able to carve out a bigger share of seats for Christians, on the way
to reclaiming Christians’ full rights (Mneimneh, 2019).

4.4. Conclusion
This chapter provided a decades-old account of sectarian populism in Lebanon,
leading to contemporary manifestations of populism as embodied by key FPM figures
such as President Michel Aoun and FPM leader Gebran Bassil.
The next chapter scrutinizes the political discourse of both these figures for populist
elements via a qualitative content analysis, and provides a thorough assessment of the
function that these elements serve in furthering the FPM’s political agenda.
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Chapter 5. Discussion of Research Findings
Bits and pieces of FPM populist discourses (tweets for the most part alongside
some press briefings) from 2012 onwards are gathered, exposed and analyzed all through
chapter 5. Chiefly, we draw on populist speeches from around the world and inspect
resemblances with FPM’s rhetoric; also, we shed light on standard practices used by
right-wing populist incumbents to navigate rhetorical strategic choices in times of crisis.
Besides, we propose a framework for the choice of rhetorical strategy available to rightwing populist incumbents and illustrate it with a qualitative content analysis of FPM
leaders’ tweets. In doing so, we monitor the rise-and-fall of the FPM’s rhetorical
discourse over time (on the one hand) and the likelihood of incumbents’ rhetorical
flexibility in the face of crisis (on the other hand).
Succinctly, we notice boundless rhetorical adaptation to crisis as well as high degrees of
continuity with previous rhetoric grounded in right-wing populism.

5.1.

The Building Blocks of the FPM’s Political Narrative
FPM’s political discourses over the past ten years have revolved around different

topics, principally: Christian rights, immigration and the armed conflict in neighboring
Syria, and in-country corruption. In addition, in their communications, whether in public
or through social media, FPM leaders have espoused a blend of different tones in their
political addresses based on circumstances and country’s status quo. They traded
nationalistic rhetoric and made protectionist promises, expressing strong identification
with Lebanon and vigorous support for its interests, especially to the exclusion or
detriment of the interests of other countries (e.g. Syria). Going forward, the populist
linguistic tone seem to have taken over after a while, with FPM leaders employing
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populist themes, affect and ideology in their statements — being full of pessimism, group
abstractness and exclusion. FPM leaders have even sometimes, only occasionally, used
a nationalistic tone for the delivery of populist messages: “At a time when the FPM was
defending the rights of Christians, it concurrently held several Iftar dinners all over the
country. We aim for the building of a secular civil society and we want to ensure its
constituents are existent” (Twitter, tweet by Gebran Bassil, 22 June 2017).
Succinctly, most messages by FPM leaders consisted of blunt talk of a
“destabilized”, “corrupted” and “suffering” country that they intend to shock back into
“pride” and “affluence”. They also made it clear to the public that the FPM will bring
“new blood” to the political scene in Lebanon, “a different kind of leaders”. In several
stances, FPM leaders invited all Lebanese (especially Christians) to join forces, to help
the FPM’s troops in their fight against corruption, being the only means to re-building a
prosperous, democratic and resilient nation (Twitter, tweet by Gebran Bassil, 08 July
2017).

In FPM’s views, corruption is conceivably to contribute to a crisis in democracy.
They repeatedly asserted that corruption — i.e. the misuse of power by senior
government officials — “confessional leaders” — for their personal and private gains
make the societal institutions totally corrupt and unproductive — has become a serious
problem for Lebanon because it is hampering its development and holding its economic
growth back (Twitter, tweet by General Michel Aoun, 18 May 2013). Overall, political
messages — as communicated by FPM leaders — were over and over again combative
and emotionally-loaded, aimed at their base of the aggrieved, whom they referred to as
the “forgotten men and women of Lebanon” in an echo of the late Bashir Gemayel
— “Lebanese citizens — Christians in particular — betrayed for years by their own
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corrupt leaders”. They promised to “break the cycle of corruption” and to restore the
ancient glory of Lebanon (Twitter, tweets by General Michel Aoun, 22 November 2012;
18 May 2013; 11 October 2013). Following General Michel Aoun’s return to Lebanon,
the FPM speech was rather top down a nationalistic rhetoric, reaching out to all Lebanese
— a natural thing after years of exile. They embarked upon broad topics such as equality
and freedom; they also discussed the principles of founding a new, post-war government,
reassuring the audience that they have a plan as well as the gravitas for the fearsome
responsibility. FPM leaders did also make gestures to unity: “We, Lebanese, must reach
a mutual agreement on how to reform and rebuild our country” (Twitter, tweet by Gebran
Bassil, 06 September 2016).

Next, FPM leaders hit on the stark contrast between themselves and the political
establishment “the government” — evoking the theme of “ordinary citizens” (whom
assumingly are pro FPM) versus senior government officials who have been
impoverishing the country for so many years by stealing its wealth and resources: “We
are not really in power, but rather an opposition inside the government. We are defending
freedom, sovereignty and independence, and fighting corruption from within” (Twitter,
tweet by Gebran Bassil, 09 August 2016).

Rhetorically, FPM leaders’ addresses are like bullet points or a series of tweets
(they indeed are!), a meek, unswerving formulation to convey their seriousness about
action, talking about winning, creating jobs, favoring Lebanese over refugees, and
fighting corruption and restoring Christians’ stance in government and political
representation. They also once described Lebanon as a “hellish dystopia of problems”,
speaking of “corruption, weak governance, mismanagement and clientelism” in terms
that echoed in the ears of Lebanese Christians (Twitter, tweet by Gebran Bassil, 24 March
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2018). This permitted FPM to gain significant seats in parliament in 2018 legislative
elections, preceding the election of General Michel Aoun, President of the Republic.

Even today, listening to FPM leaders, it is easy to forget that Lebanon is going
through unprecedented economic times, with people forced into extreme poverty, that
unemployment is at nearly 40%1, and that the Lebanese Pound has become valueless.
Their words speak of material things, are more abstract and philosophical. In another stab
at unity, back in May 2013, Gebran Bassil described a vision of nationalism that may
comfort many and helped them gain in popularity: “On March 14, we stood by the Sunni
community; in the July war, we sat upright and supported the Shi’a; and today, we stand
with the Christians to help them regain their political rights”. FPM leaders argued that
this nationalism would bring the country together. Through our loyalty to our country,
they avowed, we will rediscover our loyalty to each other: “All I want is to achieve
something positive for my people, not only Christians, but all the Lebanese people. I
want everyone to have equal rights. I am seeking to establish a fair and just system that
is accessible for all” (Twitter, tweet by Gebran Bassil, 18 May 2013). Nevertheless,
would FPM actions moving forward reconcile divisions or aggravate them even more?
As FPM leaders spoke, referring to Gebran Bassil’s communiqués, the nationalist tone
has enfeebled over time, and the populist linguistics have risen to the scene — especially
after 2011, the year the Syrian crisis first erupted. His populistic rhetoric has pointedly
materialized over the years. Just recently — in 2019, during his planned visits to some
Lebanese regions, whether in Mount Lebanon (Qabr Shmoun)2 or the North (Tripoli)3,

1Lebanon’s

unemployment rate surges past 30% amid meltdown. Link: https://www.consultancyme.com/news/2900/lebanons-unemployment-rate-surges-past-30-amid-meltdown
2
Qabr Shmoun in shock after deadly shootout: https://www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Lebanon-News/2019/Jul01/486474-qabr-shmoun-in-shock-after-deadly-shootout.ashx
3Bassil to proceed with Tripoli visit despite tensions: https://www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Lebanon-News/2019/Jul06/486935-bassil-to-proceed-with-tripoli-visit-despite-tensions.ashx
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several armed clashes took place, an insignia that not all Lebanese groups are protractors
of FPM’s political vision, being highly provocative for some.

Today as well, we ask, why is Gebran Bassil the main target of Lebanon’s
protesters? The popular uprising that began in 2019 against the government’s fiscal
policy and the country’s political class has been defined by its strong criticism, both in
the streets and on social media, of the leaders of every political party in Lebanon. Yet,
Gebran Bassil, leader of the FPM, has clearly been the main target. He has been “booed”
at protests across the country and the subject of insults and harsh humor. What in fact
has pushed Gebran Bassil to the top of the list of Lebanese political leaders being insulted
— and asked to resign? The FPM leader’s status as the “strong man of the regime”,
“corruption” and his “arrogant tone” are the main explanations available thus far.

In the present Chapter, so to provide more comprehensive replies to the questions
asked, we compile an extensive, non-exhaustive listing of FPM leaders’ tweets between
2012 and 2021, extracted from twitter, mainly the addresses of both Gebran Bassil and
General Michel Aoun, and analyze them in an attempt to portray how FPM’s political
speeches and viewpoints have altered over time. Overall, 129 tweets have been gathered,
translated into English, categorized and grouped under specific headers, and coded for
mere research purposes. In doing so, we were able to study and evaluate FPM’s
communiqués (short tweets or statements) over time, to identify the primary messages
delivered, and to figure out whether or not the FPM’s populist narrative has eventually
paid off (in comparison to the power of Trump-speak for instance).
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5.1.1.

Sweet talk, Crowd Size and The People
First things first, we recapitulate; populism is a complex and contested political

concept4. It is nevertheless identifiable by certain characteristics. First, assuredly, it
frequently involves some form of demagoguery, a rhetorical stratagem that FPM leaders
master perfectly, praising the crowd’s pride and supposed patriotism at the opening of
any speech: “The great people of Lebanon”. The use of “we”, “you” and “they” is another
important point to mention, which FPM leaders often use when addressing the crowds:
“We are with your demands, and we fought for them for years. You want water,
electricity, clean streets, and salvation from corruption. You are right; they are wrong”
(Twitter, tweet by General Michel Aoun, 01 September 2015). In doing so, FPM leaders
seek to reassure the crowds that they are not alone in their battle and suffering and that
the bloc has their backs. Moving on, we cannot however presume that flattery in itself is
a reflection of populism.
What in fact characterizes populism is above all a very restrictive and exclusive
definition of “the people”. In their addresses, FPM leaders (several tweets made as of
late 2012 by General Michel Aoun)5 embraced a more confessional tone, contrasting the
“forgotten and marginalized people — referring to the Christians in general and
Maronites in specific” with a corrupt political elite. They present themselves as being the
sole defenders of Christian rights in Lebanon: “We will not allow anyone to push the
Patriarch to accept what he sees as incomplete Christian rights” — with the Lebanese
Christians having a key role to play in the region: “They must be free and strong so to
properly represent all Christians in the East”. As used by FPM leaders, “the people” is

4What

is populism – and why is it so hard to define? https://theconversation.com/what-is-populism-and-why-is-it-sohard-to-define-107457
5Ample tweets made in this respect on: 28 November 2012, 19 December 2012, 20 January 2013, and 07 May 2013.
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both a rhetorical construction and an embodied metaphor found in phrasing like “the
great onlookers here today” and “the magnitude of the bloc” stretching “filling the
majority of Beirut streets.” For the Lebanese president, General Michel Aoun, size is a
sign of moral virtue: “As this enormous crowd shows,” he said, “we have the people,
truth and justice on our side”6.
As experience has shown, FPM leaders are obsessed with crowd (bloc) size and
number of backers (supporters) and resultant political representation. Every now and
then, FPM leaders call out for their followers to gather in big numbers, recently in
Baabda, the road leading to the presidential palace, as a proof of their upheld popularity
and representativeness. Though FPM’s crowd size has been significantly shrinking over
time, the FPM is still relying today on such practices, with the last gathering held in 2019,
in show of support for Lebanon President General Michel Aoun.

5.1.2.

Victimization and Inside Enemies
Another characteristic of FPM’s “people” is their victim status. They are the

victims of a long-lasting, corrupt political system that dates back to the nineties (Twitter,
tweet by General Michel Aoun, 07 May 2013). FPM’s current leader, Gebran Bassil, in
his speeches, often creates a tie between “the country that has had enough” and a “we,
who will not take it any longer” because “that is what this is all about”: “Even though we
were betrayed, we remained silent to preserve the great understandings at country level.
Together with our ally, Hezbollah, we will carry on with our fight against our enemies,
corruption being one of them”. Indeed, Gebran Bassil’s backers identify with him
through this victimization, hence the use of the subject pronoun “we”: “we will put an
6Inaugural

address of his excellency General Michel Aoun President of the republic of Lebanon:
shttps://www.presidency.gov.lb/English/News/Pages/Details.aspx?nid=23771
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end to corruption, and through this new government, we will seek to work out the
country’s public finances” (Twitter, tweet by General Michel Aoun, 21 September 2017).
Victimization is thus a critical element of the FPM’s populist discourse. It
emphasizes the innocence and the purity of the people (and their political leader), and
makes any imminent action, even illegal ones, ethically sound. This rhetoric of
victimization is also illustrated by the building of the figure of an enemy who is no longer
a foreign outsider (Syria, Israel, other), but a fellow citizen (Twitter, tweet by Gebran
Bassil, 09 August 2016). In FPM’s messages, fingers are often pointed toward Saad
Hariri (leader of the Future Movement, often blamed for Lebanon’s financial meltdown)
— Nabih Berri (leader of Amal Movement) — Walid Jumblatt (leader of the Progressive
Socialist party) —and, to some extent, Samir Geagea (FPM’s main Christian rival, leader
of the Lebanese Forces).
In FPM’s speeches, this enemy is primarily “they (an unspecified somebody)” or
simply “the government”. According to FPM’s leader, “they” are the enemy of the
people, being the country’s biggest problem (Twitter, tweet by Gebran Bassil, 11 October
2015). Though the expression “enemy of the people” is quite old, with origins dating
back to the Roman era, there is some sort of mockery in Gebran Bassil using it, especially
that the FPM has been part of “this —corrupt— government” for over 15 years now,
since 2005. This view of the “inside enemy” echoes well in almost all FPM’s public
attacks. As for the “list of public enemies”, it often goes beyond mere fellow citizens to
comprise neighboring countries (Syria is often accused of intervening in Lebanon’s
internal affairs), UN agencies (for encouraging the domiciliation of refugees), displaced
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populations or refugees (for stealing jobs from Lebanese and putting pressure on public
goods and services), and Israel (for its hostility against Lebanon)7.

5.1.3.

“Crisis Lebanon” — in the making
The populist dialog also entails the construction of a perpetual crisis — something

that is easily attainable in the Lebanese context. The listing of various enemies leads to
a merciless judgement: “Our country is under blockade. We consequently urge our
friends to help us deal with the repercussion of the Syrian crisis — as no one wants to
see Lebanon’s economy collapse under the burden of heavy displacement” (Twitter,
tweet by Gebran Bassil, 20 August 2018).
This type of populist war lexicon is even more effective when emotionally
charged with nationalistic semantics: “As we confronted the infringement of Christian
rights — the FPM will be at the vanguard, defending the rights of all Lebanese from any
threat” (Twitter, tweet by Gebran Bassil, 29 October 2019). Repeatedly, in their
statements, FPM leaders tend to convey that what is currently at stake is the very
existence of the nation and so: “If we do not join forces to clean our public institutions
from corruption and corrupted people,” they once notified, “we won’t have a country
anymore”. They proceeded by saying: “now is the time to stand up, to revolt and to say
no” (Twitter, tweet by Gebran Bassil, 24 March 2018). By standing up and fighting,
FPM’s backers can become “heroic”. It is common for Lebanese politicians to rely on
the trope of the hero, a figure whose strength is kept in check by virtue. Gebran Bassil
exposes a very different narrative where heroism is solely defined by unchecked strength,
to the point that strength is a virtue in and of itself: “you have to show strength and be

7Tenth

of relevant tweets made by FPM leaders as of late 2016 (roughly a year before presidential elections): on July
and September 2016, July, August and September 2017.
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strong no matter the circumstances,” he once said (Twitter, tweet by Gebran Bassil, 25
September 2016).
Just recently — in 2020, FPM’s leader was hit by the US sanctions — “for
corruption”. Announcing the sanctions, US Treasury Secretary, Steve Mnuchin, asserted
— “the systemic corruption in Lebanon's political system exemplified by Gebran Bassil
has helped to erode the foundation of an effective government that serves the Lebanese
people”8. Gebran Bassil responded defiantly by converting this whole situation into an
“act of sacrifice” that he is personally willing to make to save the country from the US
hegemony — (as if he is a Christ-like savior whose acts would eventually materialize –
but they did not, not to date at least). He said — “sanctions have never frightened me,
nor have promises tempted me; I will not turn my back to the Lebanese and I will
definitely not save myself for Lebanon to perish”. This claim of “I have never been
frightened by sanctions” is a way to refuse to be weak. In addition, to back his ally
“Hezbollah” up, he stated, “I am privileged to be on the US shame list, for the corrupt in
their eyes are actually the truthful and honorable”9.
This binary view of strength versus weakness echoed a very conservative and
gendered narrative that appealed to the FPM base, both men and women, who felt
empathy and rushed to morally support their political leader.
Even after the successive and tragic events to which Lebanon has been lately
exposed (e.g. country’s financial collapse, Beirut Port explosion, COVID-19 epidemic,
fuel shortage crisis etc.) and their well-known aftermath, Gebran Bassil’s willingness to
heighten and take advantage of his backers’ sense of exclusion, fear of cultural and

8Treasury

Targets Corruption in Lebanon: https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm1177
sanctions Lebanon’s Gebran Bassil, citing corruption: https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/11/6/us-sanctionslebanons-Gebran-bassil-citing-corruption
9US
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identity dispossession, and distrust toward Lebanese institutions is still there. Indeed,
Bassil’s populist narrative and coded language has been successful for it endowed them
with a feeling of empowerment and encouraged them to be patient and patriotic,
promising them that salvation is near.

5.2.

Populist Leaders: A Comparative Investigation of Lexicon
To investigate whether FPM leaders’ addresses (over the past ten years or so) use

simpler language than mainstream ones and so, resemble Western right-wing populists’,
we have gathered a database of over 100 tweets with each tweet made up of an average
of 20 words, thus a total of two thousand words. Looking at the simplicity of a single
text, as the media does often, makes for a good headline, yet one needs to dig deeper to
be able to make sound conclusions about someone’s linguistics. For speech analysis, we
have used a simple methodology: the greater the presence of shorter words and sentences,
the easier a tweet or statement is to understand. We have also measured lexical density
(the count of words conveying meaning), lexical richness (the count of different words),
and the presence of words deemed difficult to understand.
Preliminary findings show that although both FPM leaders, General Michel Aoun
and Gebran Bassil, use populist rhetoric in their speeches, the latter’s are easier to
understand than the former’s. Actually, while a fifth grader could understand General
Michel Aoun’s discourse, his son-in-law’s requires someone with a higher-level
education, an eight-grader perhaps. However, do populist leaders — not only in Lebanon
but also around the globe e.g., in the US and Europe — really use more simplistic
language than their mainstream opponents do? It might look that way, but the reality is
far more complex. Indeed, looking at Trump’s and Clinton’s addresses in 2016
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presidential elections, the gap was not really significant as both of them delivered sort of
easy-to-understand speeches. In the 2019 UK general election, Labor Party leader
Edward Miliband came out winner, not Farage, as the former’s speech was much more
complex incorporating long sentences and jargon. In numbers, the average word count
per sentence was 14 for Miliband’s and around 25 for Farage. When it comes to David
Cameron, former prime minister and Conservative Party leader, the average length of his
“pronounced” sentences stood up at 15.5 words10.
The same applies in France — during the 2017 French presidential election, where
Marine Le Pen’s speech was seen as more difficult than that of her opponent: Macron.
The latter used standard French to communicate his messages whereas Le Pen’s
discourse was rated difficult to understand. That said, it is obvious that right-wing
populists in some — not all — countries prefer to look and sound more authentic than
their political rivals mainly by reducing the complexity of their speeches, the so-called
nowadays Trump’s child-level speeches. This is true, as many academics have been
emphasizing for so long now that populist leaders tend to use simple vocabulary so they
could appear close to the common people and keep themselves distant from linguistically
convoluted elites.
This is to some extent the case of FPM leaders’ speeches who, at times, speak
like high school students, using colloquial, everyday Arabic to convey unambiguous
messages, with no doubt that their deplorable backers would eventually lap it up.
Consequently (as a general rule), we can levelheadedly presume that right wing populists
(e.g. Donald Trump) are more popular and successful (and at times more provocative)

10We compared the language of populist leaders with their mainstream opponents – the results were unexpected:
https://theconversation.com/we-compared-the-language-of-populist-leaders-with-their-mainstream-opponents-theresults-were-unexpected-148343
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than their mainstream rivals for they cynically deliver messages in relatively much
simpler language (e.g. Joe Biden).
By decoding FPM leaders’ speeches, one can straightforwardly notice that they tend
to speak in a monotone, embarking upon the same topics time and over again — and
maintaining a certain regularity in their addresses. Redundancy is key here, allowing
addressees to digest topics raised in a better way.
To be sure, FPM leaders’ tweets (over one hundred) may be encapsulated under three
main headers, explicitly: corruption, Christian rights and immigrants.
Reading between the lines, these headers could be split into six sub-headers: the
burden of the Syrian crisis and massive influx of refugees to Lebanon on national
economy (36%), fighting corruption (29%) and the need for political change and reform
(14%), Christian’s rights (19%) and the misrepresentation of Christians in government
(10%), and character assassination (11%).
Table 2 shown below presents a summary of FPM discourses corresponding to rightwing populist narratives.
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HEADLINES

COUNT

PERCENTAGE

►

Fighting corruption, building a strong state and providing basic public services to
residents

38

29%

►

Resistance in times of war and peace (fighting frustration, inequality, exclusion
etc.)

9

7%

►

Christian’s rights (hijacked, incomplete, marginalized) and political imbalances in
disfavor of Christians

25

19%

►

FPM, an anti-corruption emblem, savior, opposition within the government

8

6%

►

Need for political change, reform and transformation

18

14%

►

Governance gap (dishonesty, mismanagement of public finances etc.)

6

5%

►

Christians: Political misrepresentation and reduced role in government

13

10%

►

Blaming other for status quo: Harirism exposed, Walid Jumblatt, Nabih Berri,
‘the corrupt government,’ the Lebanese Troika, clientelism, sectarianism, other

11

9%

►

Syrian crisis, heavy displacement, burden of refugees on national economy and
risk of permanent domiciliation

46

36%

►

Forced migration of Lebanese youths (Christians) leading to the decline in the
number of (Christian) votes and voters over time

5

4%

►

Electoral Laws: Orthodox law (Christians’ proper representation in government)

4

3%

►

Conspiracy Theory: East to be freed from Christians (the kidnapping of Syrian
clerks and of Maaloula nuns, terrorizing Christians in Mosul, massacres against
Christians in Syria and Palestine)

7

5%

►

Secular Lebanon: National unity (FPM standing by the Sunni, the Shia and now
the Christians), coexistence and equal rights for all (access to justice)

6

5%

►

Christians in Lebanon and region to stand as one to defend their interests and
rights

4

3%

►

Land border control and safe return of the displaced to their countries as the only
solution to the country’s problems

9

7%

►

Character Assassination: FPM leaders often attacked for being transparent,
accountable and honest (affecting political image, stance and popularity)

14

11%

►

Presidential elections in Lebanon linked to deportation of refugees back to Syria

3

2%

►

Diversity being the antidote to terrorism whether in Lebanon or Syria

2

2%

►

Lebanese constitution (to be respected and applied in full rather than selectively)

1

1%

►

Memo of Understanding with Hezbollah

1

1%

Table 2. FPM discourses corresponding to right-wing populist narratives 2/2
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FPM leaders’ talks (tweets) on social media stand out because of their minimalist
triggering of a populist narrative by glorifying Lebanon’s past while characterizing the
country as being currently in a state of decay. At the socio-cognitive level, a crisiscentric, populist-leaning communicative strategy is built around what is sometimes
referred to as a “nostalgia effect”, a sentimental longing for a positive past is a nearuniversal phenomenon — even if one that cannot plausibly recur (Steenvoorden &
Harteveld, 2018)11. For those in perceived crises however, this “nostalgia effect” leads
them to seek out what they imagine to be a better past — that is, to alleviate their
generalized anxiety and restore their ontological security.
Even though we herein refrain from making judgments in a discursive vacuum,
the likelihood that people respond to cognitive cues contained in speeches upsurges when
“we” are only indirectly familiar with a given issue. The less people have first-hand
experiences of what political elites frame as threats — e.g. foreigners, terrorism or the
breakdown of the socio-political order — the more they tend to rely upon images of
reality that are built from what they see, hear and read through their networks, through
their communities, in media and through communication outlets (Browning, 2019)12.
Thus, we assert, ontological security is not in any way immune to such framing effects.
Although FPM leaders extensively used the words “corruption”, “Christians” and
“refugees” in their statements, the context in which they did so shows that they present
Lebanon not as “at-the-moment amazing country” —but rather as a “scheme” that must
be recreated based on the blueprint of the imagined past — a country for all its citizens
(not just a bunch of them). In their rhymes, they say — “we must get together to rebuild

11Eefje Steenvoorden & Eelco Harteveld (2018) The appeal of nostalgia: the influence of societal pessimism on
support for populist radical right parties, West European Politics, 41:1, 28-52, DOI:
10.1080/01402382.2017.1334138
12Christopher S. Browning (2019) Brexit populism and fantasies of fulfilment, Cambridge Review of International
Affairs, 32:3, 222-244, DOI: 10.1080/09557571.2019.1567461
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a corrupt-free state” — and “Lebanon is going to regain its standing on the international
scene” (Twitter, tweet by Gebran Bassil, 02 May 2014). Such statements are indeed very
similar to Trump’s talks when he says — “America is going to be strong again — and let
us make America great again”13. In doing so, populist leaders, first Trump (US) and then
FPM leaders (Lebanon) often project a romanticized and ahistorical vision of their
(respective) countries onto the present to show that something essential had been lost
nowadays — but could be reclaimed.
The textual context in which the indications of “country”, “Lebanese”,
“corruption”, “fight”, “Christians”, “rights” and “immigrants” occur call attention to the
fact that FPM leaders’ communicative strategy painted a rather grim picture of Lebanon.
Figure 1 shown below, grouping all frequently-used words by FPM leaders between 2012
and 2021, graphically illustrates that the word clusters surrounding “corruption”,
“Christian rights” and “immigrants” centrally featured the interrelated themes of
“terrorism”, “displacement”, and “vulnerability”, as well as “diversity”, “government”,
“political representation and independence” (among others).

13The

Inaugural Address of President Donald J. Trump: https://lt.usembassy.gov/slide/inaugural-address-presidentdonald-j-trump/
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5.3.

Populist Rhetoric and Nostalgia Effect
FPM leaders’ depiction of Lebanon as “being always” in a state of crisis has echoed

and amplified a broader public sentiment. This was the case at first — post 2011, yet all has
changed after, especially that not all the talks and promises made by FPM leaders have found
solid grounds over the years, most of which came out empty. Actually, just two years after
the kick-start of the Syrian crisis, the Lebanese people have started feeling the negative
repercussions of the “never-ending” Syrian crisis on their national economy and sort of
showed support to FPM leaders especially that their discourses at the time came in line with
the views and aspirations of “the people”.
The Lebanese people were anxious, nostalgic, and lacked trust in their government.
Despite being in government (having Lebanon’s largest Christian bloc), FPM leaders took
advantage of the situation to broaden their supporters’ base even more, tweet-ing some of
the key fault lines in the Lebanese society and providing plausible solutions to overcoming
them, such as: “I am telling you, corruption will be no more. This is our battle today”
(Twitter, tweet by Gebran Bassil, 12 March 2017) or — “any real solution to the Syrian
crisis must include the safe return of all the displaced to their homes; all other talks are
nonsense” (Twitter, tweet by Gebran Bassil, 05 December 2016).
This “populist” rhetoric played an important role in alleviating this sense of gloom and
doom amongst Lebanese with most them being worried at the time about the current and
future state of their national economy and troubled that terrorist groups alike ISIS (the socalled Islamic state or Daesh) may find good grounds to establish themselves in country.
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Within this framework, we would dare to mention that contemporary Lebanon has
been latterly experiencing some intensifying structural, demographic pressures for instability
almost as high as the stress level that triggered the civil war back in 1975. Therefore, we
assert, this should not in any way be dismissed as insignificant, partially justifying why FPM
leaders’ statements from 2012 onwards have revolved quite a lot on the topic of
“immigrants”.
To invoke a picture of Lebanese “carnage”, FPM leaders have regularly relied upon
a language of division. Their speeches constructed intense images of “who is in” and “who
is out” — of who is “resilient” and who is “weak”, and of who is a “champion”
and who is a “failure”. The “others” that FPM leaders consistently framed both as
responsible for Lebanon’s state of crisis — and as utterly opposed to them (and the Lebanese
people) — consist of two sets of social actors: (1) the feeble, selfish and corrupt government;
and (2) immigrants (refugees or displaced populations) who either flew into the country for
security or economic reasons.
Additionally, they persistently criticized the failure of Lebanon’s political elites (pre
2005) — branded the “Lebanese Troika”: Saad Hariri (succeeding his late father: Rafik
Hariri), Walid Jumblatt and Nabih Berri — to create a genuine country by negatively
portraying their members as “stupid”, “fools” or “losers” (Twitter, tweet by General Michel
Aoun, 06 December 2012). Moreover, to distance themselves from the failures of the
country’s “conventional” political class, they once pointed out that — “as long as they are
in government, FPM will remain in opposition” (Twitter, tweet by General Michel Aoun, 22
December 2012). Subsequently, General Michel Aoun (former FPM leader and current
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President of the Republic) has in turn lately underscored his own political outsider status by
foregrounding his expert credentials based on language considered as outside the norms of
political etiquette to set himself apart as a leader who will not budge easily. In contrast, he
(and later on his son-in-law) sought to push his political rivals into the government corner,
pretentiously blaming them for the country’s current state. According to FPM leaders,
Lebanon’s political elites are “weak and ineffective; they proved so over the years” — and
symbolize “the failed status quo” (Twitter, tweet by General Michel Aoun, 24 July 2013).
Though FPM leaders do not refer quite a lot to their political opponents by name,
they often do so by using the subject noun “they” or the term “government”.
Counterintuitively, though, the lexis of FPM leaders’ addresses contains little evidence of
their otherwise public display of racism apart from religion-laden references, like
characterizing their political opponents as weak, lying and neither fit nor strong enough to
command (Twitter, tweet by General Michel Aoun, 22 November 2012). Rather, FPM
leaders connect their opponents’ names to a number of negatively connoted verses — “liars”,
“corrupt government”, ‘thieves” etc. —all of which serve to signal their moral bankruptcy.
In FPM leaders’ eyes, Lebanon’s conventional political elites are the most corrupt
persons in country, responsible for what the country has turn out to be. While their own
indifference to facts is well established, FPM leaders draw a stark division between
themselves and other Lebanese political leaders based on truth aversion. Gebran Bassil once
declared — “while they cannot be truthful and honest, I, myself, can be too honest and I am
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sometimes impugned for it”14. Moreover, FPM leaders’ critique of their opponents does not
stop at creating an image of them as “crooked”, but they also prominently claim that “they
are Lebanon’s cancer and they should be removed at the earliest convenience” — hence the
slogan of the FPM: “Change and Reform” (Twitter, tweet by General Michel Aoun, 30
September 2013).
The absence of directly racist, religious, and confessional words in the corpus of
FPM leaders’ tweets does not necessarily suggest that such words did not really matter to
them. Conversely, FPM leaders’ vulgar (more significant for General Michel Aoun) and
demeaning attacks on their political opponents, and their calls for Christians “to gather and
defend themselves by all means against any threat”15 (being a clear sign of their Christian
nationalist ideology) highlight their tendency to play upon religious stereotypes to preserve
their current political standing on the national scene.
Our analysis suggests that the talks of FPM leaders were “thought-provoking” — at
least at first, framing their political opponents and fostering widespread dislike for them by
recurrently describing them as pathetic and unfit as well as by characterizing them as
dishonest and corrupt. Even when talking about “immigrants”, FPM leaders heavily
implicated this second category of “others” in the creation of Lebanon’s current state of
misfortune. In much of FPM leaders’ rhetoric, foreigners appear as “bad” individuals who
flew into the country to steal the jobs of the Lebanese and threaten their physical safety.

14Gebran

Bassil sparks uproar on social media with Davos trip: https://www.annahar.com/english/article/1108690Gebran-bassil-sparks-uproar-on-social-media-with-davos-trip
15Source: Twitter, tweet by Gebran Bassil, 20 August 2014
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The way FPM leaders characterized “immigrants” condensed foreigners (refugees
for the most part) into concrete groups to be feared — a key marker of populist rhetoric.
Alongside his constant repetition of divisive expressions, harsh words and violent imagery
more broadly, FPM leaders aimed at framing newcomers to Lebanon as either (potential)
“offenders” or “terrorists” (Twitter, tweet by Gebran Bassil, 30 June 2016). In FPM leaders’
tweets, border-crossing foreigners served as culprits behind Lebanon’s economic
deterioration, as well as its loss of individual security and social cohesion.
FPM leaders, mainly Gebran Bassil, also aimed at painting a picture of an
internationally “defeated” or “walled” Lebanon caused by outsiders’ actions. Across his
tweets, Gebran Bassil consistently condemned other countries (neighboring ones or not) and
UN agencies for “what they are doing to us” — for “robbing us” — for “unethically
bargaining with us” — and for “sending refugees to us”. Without an intervention, he claimed,
“Lebanon will keep on deteriorating unless we do something about it, join forces and gather
as one, not as distinct and weak confessional groups, but as united and strong compatriots”
(Twitter, tweet by Gebran Bassil, 21 September 2017). In FPM leaders’ story about
Lebanon’s decline, they characterized the ability of foreign countries (and UN agencies) to
swindle Lebanon as a strong leadership trait that the local political elite lacked (surprisingly,
not considering themselves as one of those elites). Prominent in FPM leaders’ talks, then,
was their claim that Lebanon had forfeited (or is about to) —and the Lebanese government,
as they put it, had actively given away — money and jobs. In the process, Lebanon had lost
esteem around the world. “Our” country, Gebran Bassil acknowledged, is now “in a pothole,
exposed to an assortment of risks and challenges” Twitter, tweet by Gebran Bassil, 24 March
2017.
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The aforementioned suggests that FPM leaders organized their tweets along a steady
rhetorical line between two subject nouns — “we” (being the good ones) and “they” (being
the bad, corrupt ones). Exactly so, FPM leaders’ attacks on internal and external “others”
relied on three key rhetorical tactics, listed below:
a) Name-calling based on moral corruption (e.g. crooked and corrupt);
b) Using negative attributes that put the character of political rivals in a bad light (e.g.
unfit and weak); and
c) Labelling the actions of political adversaries as awful and damaging (e.g. violators).
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5.4.

Conclusion
In finale, we say, “language is never innocent” (Colucci, 2017)16 — the rhetorical

devices that political elites — whether in Lebanon or elsewhere in the world — use in their
public discourses and the types of stories they tell can resonate with supporters’ emotions
and subjective experiences in a range of consequential ways. “Trump-speak” is no exception
here — so is “FPM leaders’ talks”.
Many important aspects of populist rhetoric remain uncovered in this research (e.g. the
impacts of false speak and fear mongering), however, by focusing on FPM leaders’ short
speeches (tweets), we were able to examine how much the political rhetoric used by FPM
leaders throughout the years resembles that of Western right-wing populists. Our final
answer came out to be — “pretty much”.
At the heart of FPM-leaders’ talks lies a “politics of reassurance”, based on a three-fold
linguistic strategy:
a) Telling “the people” what is wrong with the current state of affairs;
b) Identifying “the political elites” who are responsible for putting the citizens and the
country in a state of loss and permanent crisis; and
c) Providing a short pathway (a solution) through which people can restore past
greatness.

16Colucci, D. (2017). Roland Barthes, Japan and l’utopie de l’écriture. Romance EReview, 21. Retrieved from
https://ejournals.bc.edu/index.php/romance/article/view/9982
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For many supporters, we presume — rational arguments or detailed policy proposals
pale in comparison with the emotive pull and self-affirmation of an “us-versus-them” crisis
narrative, which creates a cognitive feedback loop between individuals’ ontological
insecurity, their preferences for restorative policy, and strongmen policymaker. Therefore,
briefly, FPM leaders’ talks rely on creating the very ontological insecurity that it promises
to eradicate for political gain.
Conceptually linking insights from prospect theory and ontological security, this
research has equally shown that FPM leaders’ (both General Michel Aoun and Gebran
Bassil) communication style evokes a range of cognitive biases because of their crisis talk
elements. Definitely, by building their rhetorical toolkit around augmenting existing
grievances and emphasizing the prospect of further rupture and defeat, Aoun and Bassil
generated ontological insecurity manifested simultaneously as a sense of loss and a desire
for belonging. This has assuredly widened the frame of political possibilities for
the FPM, without disproving the fact that the FPM has rather succeeded, even though for a
short while, to magnify their supporters’ base through linguistic means, a “populist” rhetoric
for the most part.
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Conclusion
All through the present thesis, I have drawn on literatures on populism, crisis
management and political rhetoric in a serious endeavor to conceptualize the linguistic
strategic choices of right-wing populist incumbents (those of Lebanon’s FPM leaders in
specific) in times of peace and crisis.
Accordingly, I argued that in the same vein as right-wing populists (referring to
trump-talk for instance), FPM leaders are every so often inclined to using a flexible lexicon
in their discourses (when addressing the crowds) and to adapting their rhetoric so it matches
a home-style rhetorical strategy and voters’ (being crowds or backers) expectations of
consistency. Subsequently, to illustrate how FPM leaders navigate concurrent incentives to
adapt and continue their “populist” rhetoric, and make rhetorical strategic choices, I
examined their tweets over the past ten years, from 2012 to 2020, vis-à-vis various topics.
In due course, I found that, despite incentives to adapt their linguistics to the “status quo” and contrary to expectations from relevant literature, FPM leaders, whether General Michel
Aoun or Gebran Bassil, largely opted for continuity with pre-2012 populist rhetoric,
involving anti-elitism positions, personalized authority and criticism of media.
My assessment also showed the pervasiveness of tried and tested political ideas and
style in shaping a (right-wing) populist rhetorical strategy, suggesting that expectations of
adaptation to crisis based on accountability concerns and electoral risk may be slightly
misplaced. This is to some extent valid as populist leaders, whether in Lebanon or elsewhere
in the world, have a tendency to use compelling “conflict-ridden” narratives to prove their
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cases and mobilize crowds (including actual backers, dormant masses and forgotten
minorities). This in fact yields new schemes for a more detailed comparative research into
the rhetorical strategic choices of right-wing populist leaders.
Additionally, I have developed a discourse approach to populism as a performative
style, with the aim to contribute to a more rigorous conceptualization of unmediated
populism, lacking in most political communication literature on the topic — hence the
originality of my research. I likewise explained how right-wing populist politicians often
espouse different semiotic choices (in terms of linguistic register shifting and discursive
strategies) as “styling resources”. In fact, those resources are part of socio-culturally
meaningful performative styles, namely of distinctive repertoires of speaking (and
behaving), that enable populist politicians in general to realize their public identities.
Through their tactical deployment, populist politicians (such as Trump in the US, FPM
leaders in Lebanon etc.) come forward as candid and authentic–albeit disruptive.
Conversely, the discursive “bad talk” and abrupt style shifting that disrupt expectations of
“mannered” political communication are precisely, at least partly, what invests these
discursive performances with overtones of candidness and authenticity.
Furthermore, populist politicians appeal to “the people” by claiming the moral high
ground, subverting and undermining the establishment, and producing identity performances
that signify closeness to “the people”, as opposed to the perceived remoteness of mainstream
political elites.
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Although this might require some further investigations, I nevertheless could
confidently assert at this stage that there is no one single or exclusive populist style, but
several ones that are expectedly to ensue from distinct socio-cultural contexts. It is hence
obvious that, rather than concentrating on solely ideological distinctions, to gain a deeper
insight into populism, one must understand politics as a dynamic process of producing sociocultural meanings in concrete contexts of communication by means of mobilizing a range of
semiotic resources.
The opinions and analyses presented herein are not claims that populism is nothing
but style-form in a vacuum of content; and should not be in any way considered as such.
Rather, recognizing the ideological basis of populism as discourses that are based on the
construction of an antagonistic rapport between “the people” and “the elite”, I pinpoint the
need for rigorous interdisciplinary analysis in which careful attention is paid to style as
culturally meaningful deployment of discursive and semiotic resources plays a crucial role.
In this effort, the theoretical perspectives and analytical tools provided by
sociolinguistic discourse analysis could further our grasp of the dynamics and situated
enactment of contemporary political populism. Notwithstanding research on populist styles
has been lately on the rise, some fertile avenues of investigation remain largely unexplored
to date, one of which: how discursive and semiotic styling resources could influence populist
context-based performances, and serve precise political ideologies and agendas.
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